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Chapterr 2 

Thee finite sample accuracy of 

inferencee procedures for dynamic 

panell  data models 

2.11 Introduction 

Least-squaress estimation techniques for static panel data models give consistent estima-

torss in a dynamic setting only when the number of time observations T in the data set 

approachess infinity. Since in micro-economics the typical dimension of a panel data set 

iss a short time span for a large cross-section various authors1 have paid attention to this 

problemm and have proposed IV and GMM alternatives, which are consistent for fixed 

TT and an infinite number of cross-sectional observations N (Anderson and Hsiao, 1982; 

Arellanoo and Bond, 1991; Ahn and Schmidt, 1995; Blundell and Bond, 1998). GMM 

estimatorss typically use more orthogonality conditions than their simple IV counterparts 

andd they take the covariance structure of the disturbances into account. Therefore they 

aree asymptotically more efficient. In an attempt to avoid the problem of weak instru-

ments,, Kiviet (1995) follows another route to achieve large N consistent estimation and 

too enhance efficiency. An asymptotic approximation formula for the finite sample bias of 

thee inconsistent LSDV estimator is exploited to remove inconsistency and to reduce mean 

squaredd error. In Kiviet (1999) this approximation formula has been slightly refined by 

takingg a particular further higher-order term into account, but its actual performance has 

nott been examined yet. 

Althoughh IV and especially GMM estimators have attractive asymptotic properties, 

^ eee Section 1.2.2 for more details. 
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Montee Carlo experiments (Arellano and Bond, 1991; Kiviet, 1995; Harris and Matyas, 

1996;; Judson and Owen, 1999) have shown that for these techniques the quality of the 

asymptoticc approximations in finite samples depends heavily on the actual parameter 

valuesvalues of the model and on the dimensions of the available data set. In most of these 

simulationn experiments short time series and reasonably large cross-section samples have 

beenn examined and attention has been focused on bias and mean squared error of coeffi-

cientt estimators. Not much is known yet (for an exception, see Judson and Owen, 1999) 

aboutt the performance of the various techniques when both dimensions are small, e.g. 

NN = 10, T = 10 or N = 10, T = 20. Such dimensions can be relevant in both macro- and 

micro-economicc applications, where the time span is one or two decades and the cross-

sectionn consists of a small number of countries or sectors. Although some attention has 

beenn paid to assessing the accuracy of variance estimators (Arellano and Bond, 1991), 

littl ee is known about the actual reliability of asymptotic test procedures in panels of a 

limitedd sample size. 

Thee purpose of this chapter is to produce further insights into the finite sample prop-

ertiess of various inference techniques for dynamic panel data models, especially when both 

dimensionss of the data set are small. By simulation we examine for this situation the bias 

andd mean squared error of various coefficient estimators, the bias in related estimators for 

thee disturbance variance and the accuracy of estimators of the coefficient standard errors. 

Alsoo we examine the actual size of simple asymptotic coefficient tests. More in particular, 

wee will focus on various possible implementations of the bias corrected LSDV estimator 

(LSDVc)) as proposed by Kiviet (1995, 1999). First, we will analyse the magnitude of 

thee contributions of the separate terms in the bias approximation. Second, as the bias 

approximationn depends on the unknown model parameters, we also investigate the sen-

sitivityy of the LSDVc estimator with respect to the choice of the preliminary consistent 

estimator.. Third, we develop an appropriate estimator for the standard error of the LS-

DVcc estimator, which proves to be not trivial for the small T, large N case. We examine 

whetherr it is possible to exploit such an estimator in tests on coefficient values. Here, we 

alsoo analyse the accuracy of estimators and tests in dynamic panel data models including 

non-stationaryy variables, since this situation is likely to arise in applied research. 

Inn a rather extensive Monte Carlo study Kiviet (1995) examines the bias and mean 

squaredd error of the corrected LSDV estimator and compares these with IV and GMM 

alternativess for the small T, relatively large N panel with stationary variables. One con-

clusionn is that in samples of such a size there is no superior technique yet over a broad 

rangee of relevant parameter values of the model. More recent simulation results of Harris 

andd Matyas (1996) and Judson and Owen (1999) indicate, however, that especially in 
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sampless with smaller values for N the semi-consistent IV and GMM techniques often per-

formm rather poorly as far as the bias and efficiency of coefficient estimators are concerned. 

Regardingg variance estimators the simulation results of Arellano and Bond (1991) show 

thatt in the panel with small T and large N the asymptotic approximation of the standard 

errorss of their two-step GMM estimator is biased downward, but that one-step estimators 

off  the asymptotic standard errors are quite accurate. Here, less favourable results for 

thee one-step GMM estimator are obtained when both JV and T are small. Often the 

simulationn results show a substantial downward bias for estimated asymptotic standard 

errorss of coefficient estimators. We also find that for all procedures presently available 

thee actual size of t-type tests may differ substantially from the nominal level. 

Thee outline of this chapter is as follows. In Section 2.2 a detailed description of 

thee model will be given, which is the starting point for the analysis in this chapter and 

Chapterr 3. In Section 2.3 we will review the principles of higher-order asymptotic bias 

approximationn and bias correction by evaluating the first few terms of an asymptotic 

expansionn of the LSDV estimation error. An overview of estimators analysed in the 

simulationss together with their asymptotic distributions will be given in Section 2.4. 

InIn this section also an expression for an estimator for the variance of corrected LSDV 

estimators,, derived in Appendix 2.A, is given. In Section 2.5 the simulation design is 

described,, with further details in Appendix 2.B, and the finite sample behaviour of the 

variouss estimators and tests are compared. Section 2.6 contains an application of the 

variouss procedures in a panel analysis of so-called dynamic externalities and local economic 

developmentt in Morocco, and Section 2.7 concludes. 

2.22 Model 

Wee consider estimation methods for the standard linear first-order dynamic panel data 
model l 

yit=tyyit=ty ilil t-i+l3'xt-i+l3'x itit + uit, i = l,...,N; t = l,...,T. (2.1) 

Inn this model the dependent variable yit is regressed on a vector of K exogenous explana-

toryy variables xit and the one-period lagged value of the dependent variable. All the 

explanatoryy variables in xit are time variant. The disturbance term uit is defined by 

uuitit = rji  + £« (2.2) ) 
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Itt contains two error components, viz. an unobserved individual specific effect ni and a 

generall  disturbance term exi. We assume 

ll  i=l,...,* ; t = 0 T. (2.3) 

Wee also define êo because it enables to specify the random characteristics of the start-up 

valuesvalues yio and possible weak exogeneity of xit, as we shall see. We also assume that the 

twoo error components are uncorrected, i.e. 

£ f o£ j t ] =0 ,, ViJ,t, (2.4) 

andd that 

E\yE\yt0t0EE)t)t]]  = 0, Vi,j,t>0, (2.5) 

i.e.. all initial observations y  ̂are uncorrelated with the disturbances en, t > 0. Further-

more,, we assume that the model in (2.1) is dynamically stable, i.e. |7| < 1. 

Followingg Kiviet (1999) we decompose y and x into a relevant random component, 

denotedd by a tilde, and irrelevant random plus deterministic components, denoted by a 

bar.. The relevant random components are in some way related to either the individual 

effectt rj l or the disturbance term eu, while the irrelevant components are not. Regarding 

xx we start by using the same setup as in Kiviet (1999), viz. 

* «« = *« + a;« I  i = l,...,JV; t = l , . . . ,7\ (2.6) 
XitXit = <t>£i,t-i  + nrii J 

wheree TT and <f>  are K x 1 vectors of unknown constants. Furthermore, xlt is uncorrelated 

withh the random error components, i.e. 

E[xE[xitit££JSJS\\ = 0 J 

Inn the relevant random component xit of (2.6) the elements in IT express any correlation 

betweenn observed and unobserved heterogeneity and the parameter vector <f>  determines 

thee feedback of the lagged disturbance into the explanatory variables xit. 

Forr the relevant and irrelevant random components of y we have 

fc«fc« = 7fc,t-i+ /?*« + * + *« ^ i = i , . . . , ;v;* = l,...,r. (2.8) 
yityit = IVyt-l + 0Xit 
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Too be able to decompose the relevant random components of yit into the two error com-

ponentss we assume that 

E[HitE[Hit  I Vi] = ™fc, i = l,...,N;t = 0,...,T, (2.9) 

wheree a = l*f_*-.  Hence, we assume that the full long-run impact of the individual effect 

rjirji  on yit is already present in yi0. Defining 

vvitit = yit - aVi, z = l,...,JV; t = 0,... ,T, (2.10) 

andd using (2.8) and (2.6) we find 

vuvu = V>i,t-i  + eit + P'feij-i, (2.11) 

andd for the initial values we assume 

«t,oo = weii0l Vi , (2.12) 

wheree w is either 0 or 1. In case of weak exogeneity, xiti depends on eij0. Conditioning on 

£ifl£ifl  seems inappropriate in this case because e^o is a relevant random component then. 

Hence,, when <f) ^ 0 we therefore take u = 1, because it seems selfevident that like xn also 

yioyio should depend on Sio and u; = 1 provides the usual weight. However, we choose to take 

uu = 0 in case of 4> = 0, because when xa is strongly exogenous the normal procedure is to 

conditionn on xa and on y^, and then the latter should not contain any relevant random 

components.. Note that the assumptions made so far imply stationary processes for both 

yyitit and xit. 

Stackingg the observations over time we get (i — 1,..., N) 

ViVi = lVi,-\ + X$ + riiiT  + €i, (2.13) 

XiXi = Xi + ^LTTV' + Si _ !0 ', (2.14) 

wheree t/x.-i - (yi,o>-,yi,T-i)', X{ = (xitl,...,xitT)', et-i = {eiiQ, ...,eitT-i)' and tT = 

(1 , . . .,, 1)' a T x 1 vector of ones. Prom the above it follows that 

ViVi = 7&,-i + 0'fci-i + {ft*  + l)Vit>r  + £i 

== l(LTyi + yi,oer,i) + &4>{L Tei + ^ i 0eT, i ) + ((fit + 1)V^T + £t, 

wheree we introduced a T x T matrix LT with ones on the first subdiagonal and zeros 

elsewheree and where eQiP is the q x 1 unit vector with its pth element equal to one. Defining 

TTT = (IT - ^LTY1 , (2.15) 
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andd using yi0 — UJE^Q + a^, the relevant random part of & can now be written in terms 

off  the error components as 

&&  = ari^T + TT(IT + &'^LT)e% + (w7 + /3»rrer > 1£i 0- (2.16) 

Stackingg the observations over time and across individuals one gets 

y=W6y=W6 + u, (2.17) 

wheree 6 = (7,/?')', y and u are NT x 1, W = [y-i'.X]  is NT x (K + 1), u = Srj + e with 

SS — 1  ̂ Cg> IT an NT x JV matrix and r\ = (rj l,..., r/^)'. Using (2.6) and (2.16) the relevant 

randomm parts of y and X can be written as 

yy = aSr} + T{INT + 0 $L)e + (c 7̂ + P'<p)r(IN ® eT>1)e0, (2.18) 

and d 

XX - STJTT' + {he + (/AT <8> er i l )eo)0', (2.19) 

wheree r = ƒ^ ® I>, L = IN <g) LT and e0 — (e10,..., £N0)'-

2.33 Bias approximation and correction for the LSDV 

estimator r 

Inn this section we review some aspects of bias approximation and bias correction by means 

off  a specific example. We consider model (2.17) with strictly exogenous regressors X and 

fixedfixed initial observations 2/̂ 0, hence we choose <j>  = 0 and UJ = 0. Using earlier results 

(Kiviet,, 1995, 1999) we derive a bias expression for the LSDV estimator (1.9) of 6 in 

(2.17),, i.e. 

SLSDVSLSDV = (W'AW)-lW'Ay, (2.20) 

wheree A is the within transformation which wipes out the individual effects. In the next 

subsectionn we will introduce O and Ov notation for samples with two dimensions. Next, 

wee will expand the LSDV estimation error and evaluate the expected value of the first 

feww terms. Finally, we will propose several possible bias corrected estimators based on 

thee bias approximations derived. 
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2.3.11 Order  of magnitude 

Inn order to employ the usual O and Op notation unambiguously for panel data, where the 

samplee has two dimensions, we put this notation into a wider context defined as follows: 

Lett <f>  and i/> be real numbers. If the elements gk,i (where k = l,...,K and I = 1, ...,L) 

off  a non-stochastic K x L matrix G constitute sequences {<?*,/(i,t)} for i = 1,..., iV and 

tt = 1,...,T, where we allow either N -  oo or T -> oo or both, then G = 0(7V*) 

indicatess that there exists a finite constant g  ̂> 0 such that [N'^g^iii,t)| < g<t>, Vfc, I, i,t. 

Similarlyy G = 0{T^) indicates that there exists a finite constant g  ̂ > 0 such that 

\T~*gk,i{i,t)\\T~*gk,i{i,t)\ < <fy, Vk,l,i,t. In addition, G = OiN^T^) indicates that there exists a 

finitee constant g  ̂ > 0 such that 17V~*T_v'pfc>i(i, t) | < g^, Vk,l,i,t. 

Whenn G = O(N^) we say that the elements of G are at most of order N*, which is 

equivalentt with 0{N<i> T°), i.e. the quantities N~^gk,i are finite, even when T approaches 

itss limit. More generally, G = OiN^T^) indicates that all the elements of G are at most 

off  order N*T*. 

Inn addition we define that when the matrix G contains random elements, G = Op(iV* ) 

indicatess that for all e > 0 there exists a finite constant ge > 0 and a positive integer 

NNee such that Prob{|A/-'Vi ,(i,r)| > ge) < e, Vfc,Z,i and i > Ne. Similarly, G = Op(T*) 

indicatess that for all E > 0 there exists a finite constant g£ > 0 and a positive integer Te 

suchh that P r o b ( | r - M̂ ( i , 0 | > &) < e, Vfc,M and t > Te. And finally, G = Op(JV*T* ) 

indicatess that for all e > 0 there exists a finite constant g£ > 0 and positive integers Ne 

andd T£ such that Fiob(\N-*T-ll 'gktt{i,t)\  > &) < e, VM amdi> N£,t> Te. 

Whenn G = Op(N^) we say that the elements of G are bounded in probability by order 

TV*,, which is equivalent with Op(A^*T°) , and implying that N~^gkti is of order unity in 

probability,, irrespective of the value of T. More generally, G = O^N^T^) indicates that 

thee elements of G converge at least at rate N^T^. 

Havingg defined the O and Op notation we now also state a result regarding asymptotic 

expansionss of stochastic matrices. Suppose that the matrix G is square (K = L) and that 

IKIK  + G is invertible whereas G = Op(n~ï) with n = NT, then we have 

(IK(IK + G)-1 = IK-G + G2-... 

==  IK-G + G2 + Op{n^), (2.21) 

whichh is a stochastic matrix generalisation of a Taylor expansion. 
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2.3.22 Bias approximation 

Thee above terminology on rates of convergence and orders of magnitude of double-indexed 

deterministicc and stochastic sequences of vectors or matrices will be employed now for 

estimatorss in panel data models, in particular for the LSDV estimator. Kiviet (1995) 

derivess an approximation formula for the bias of the LSDV estimator (2.20) in the normal 

stationaryy dynamic panel data model such that the approximation error has a magnitude 

whichh is of order 0(N~l) and of order 0(T~2) at the same time. In Kiviet (1999) this 

analysiss is extended and an approximation to the bias is produced which is not only 

accuratee to order 0{T~l) again, but now it is accurate to order 0{N~l) as well. These 

expressionss for the approximate bias are rather complicated, but here we shall show that 

theyy can be simplified considerably. In the simulations to follow we shall examine closely 

thee actual magnitude of the various contributions to the finite sample bias of terms of 

decreasingg orders with respect of both T and N. This will help to select an implementation 

off  a bias corrected LSDV estimator with attractive properties in finite samples. 

Thee estimation error of the LSDV estimator (2.20) can be expressed as 

SLSDVSLSDV - 6 = {W'AWy1 W'Ae, (2.22) 

whichh is depending on £ in a complicated, non-linear way. Note that the estimation error 

inn (2.22) is not depending on the vector of individual effects 77 as they are wiped out by 

thee within transformation A. 

Thee right-hand expression of (2.22) has two factors. First, we will consider the order of 

bothh W'AW and W'Ae and their expectations for which we need the stochastic structure 

off  the model as outlined in Section 2.2. As we assume stationarity it is clear that W' AW = 

OOpp(n).(n). In this chapter we restrict ourselves to strictly exogenous regressors, i.e. 0 = 0, 

andd we condition on y^o, i.e. UJ — 0. In this case we have (Kiviet, 1995, 1999) 

AWAW = AW + AW = AW + Uee\ , (2.23) 

wheree II = 1  ̂<S> n r with I1T = ATLTFT. We use in this chapter the shorthand notation 

eii  for e^f+ii, which has been defined in Section 2.2 as the K + 1 unit vector with its first 

elementt equal to one. This yields 

EE [W'AW] = Q-1 = W'AW +  <rjÉr(n/n)eie'1 - O(n), (2.24) 

andd it can be shown (Kiviet, 1995) that W'AW - Q~l = Op(n*). Also 

EE [W'Ae] = E [e'Ue] ex = a2
etr(Il)e l 

== a3
eNtr{UT)e1=0{N), (2.25) 
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because e 

"^--fe-T?T^)= 0(1)-- (226) 

Fromm (2.23) we also find 

Vax[WMe]]  = VailW'Ae + e'Uee  ̂ (2.27) 

-- a2W'AW + a*EN [tr  {U'TUT) + tr (UTnT)} exe\ = 0{n), 

hencee we conclude that W'Ae - E [W'Ae] = Op{n?), 

InIn order to evaluate the expected estimation error, we have to expand (2.22). We may 

expresss the first factor in (2.22) as follows 

W'AWW'AW = Q-' + W'AW-Q-1 

==  [I  + {W'AW-Q-X)Q]Q-X. (2.28) 

Notingg that W'AW = Op{n) and W'AW - Q~l = Op{n?) and using (2.21), we can write 

{W'AWy{W'AWy11 = Q[l+{W'AW-Q-l)QYl 

==  Q[I - {W'AW - Q-l)Q 

+(W'AW+(W'AW - Q-l)Q{W'AW - Q~l)Q - ...] 

== Q - Q(W'AW - Q~l)Q 

+Q(W'AW+Q(W'AW - Q-l)Q{W'AW - Q~l)Q 

+Op(n-i).. (2.29) 

Regardingg the second factor in (2.22) we write 

W'AeW'Ae = E [W'Ae] + W'Ae - E [W'Ae].  (2.30) 

Itt has been shown in Kiviet (1995, 1999) that combining (2.29) and (2.30) and taking 

expectationss gives 

== E Uw'AW)'1 W'AE] 

==  dCT-1) + c2{N-1T-ï) + c^N-'T-2) + 0(N-2T~2), (2.31) 

EE 6LSDV - <5 

where e 

ClCl{T-{T-11)) = QE[W'Ae} = 0{T-1) 

cc22{N-{N-11T-T-11)) = -QE[{W'AW-Q-1)Q{W'Ae~E[W'Ae])]=0(N-lT-1) 

cc33{N^T-{N^T-22)) = -QE [{{W'AW - Q-l)Qf] E [W'Ae] = 0(iV-1T" 2), 
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Att this point it is illuminating to consider an alternative approximation based on small 

sigmaa asymptotics. Using the shorthand notation 

and d 

FF = tr(U'n)qiq[  , f = tr(U'U)qlu 

itit  can be shown using similar derivations as in Kiviet and Phillips (1998) that 

QQ = (W'AW)-1 - (a2 - a\j + a\j2 - a\f + ...) F, (2.32) 

wheree ƒ = 0(1) and F = Ofn"1). In the large n = NT terminology of Section 2.3.1 all 

termss in (2.32) are of order 0{n~l). As Q enters the bias approximation (2.31) everywhere, 

thee large NT approximation will include terms in a2 of all orders. On the other hand, 

aa finite order small sigma approximation will delete terms that are not ignorable from a 

largee NT perspective. Like Kiviet and Phillips (1998) we conclude that a small sigma 

approximationn is inferior here. In fact, the situation is worse here because the small sigma 

approachh will neglect terms of order 0(T~X), which cause the inconsistency of LSDV in 

smalll  T, large N panels. 

Followingg the derivations as presented in Kiviet (1995, 1999), one obtains 

cifT-1)) - <J2Mn)qi (2.33) 

cc22{N-{N-xxT-T-xx)) - -QE[W'AWQW'Ae\ + QE[W'AE\ 

==  -a2
e[QW'UAW + tr(QW'UAW)IK+l 

+2^<7ntr(n'mi)/A :+1]g11 (2.34) 

c^N^T'c^N^T'22)) = QE[W'AWQW'AW]QE[W'AE]-QE[W'AE] 

==  <j;tr(n){2?1iQH''nirw^i + [{q[w'\m'wqx) 
+qntr(QW'UU'W)+qntr(QW'UU'W) + 2tr{U'Un'U)q2

11]q1}. (2.35) 

Inn Kiviet (1995) only the first two terms (2.33) and (2.34) have been taken into account, so 

thee approximation error is still 0{N~lT~2). The more general result with approximation 

errorr of order 0(N~2T~2) can already be found in Kiviet (1999) but here the expressions 

aree simpler due to removing factors W'AW by exploiting W'AW = Q~l - cr^r(II/II)eie'1. 

Notee that all components given above implicitly contain contributions which are in 

factt of smaller order than the order indicated. For example, upon exploiting the simple 

structuree of TT given in (2.15) we obtain for (2.33), see also (2.26), 

cl(7->)) - <#r(n)ft = -„J ( £ j - ¥̂ L_ + ¥0-?) qi, (2.36) 
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andd so, since q\ = 0(N~1T~1), Ci(T_1) also contains contributions of order 0(T~2) and 

smaller.. Note that such is fully in accordance with our definitions given above, i.e. 0(T_ 1) 

referss to "is at most of order J7"1" (but could even be smaller, or be a combination of 

termss of order T~l and smaller terms). The approximation to the LSDV bias established 

byy the first of the three components of (2.36), i.e. 

E{SLSDVE{SLSDV -6) = -<r%-^- + 0(T~2) + O^T-1), (2.37) 
1 -7 7 

iss an extremely simple one, which may work well for moderately large N and T, because 

thee "pure" 0(T~l) contribution to the bias has been separated here from 0(N~lT~l) and 

"pure""  0(T~2) contributions, together constituting a hybrid remainder term. 

InIn numerical calculations for relevant data generating processes we shall examine the 

biass approximation 

BfsDvBfsDv = - ° % ^ , (2.38) 

andd make comparisons with the approximations produced by 

3 3 

BfsovBfsov = Y, Ch>  f or 3 = 1.2,3, (2.39) 

wheree q, (h = 1,2,3) refers to the contributions to the bias given in (2.33), (2.34) and 

(2.35)) respectively. By assessing the true bias from Monte Carlo simulations we shall 

examinee the relative accuracy of the various approximations and examine the importance 

off  the inclusion of higher-order terms. 

2.3.33 Bias correction 

Itt is known from simulation studies that, despite its serious bias, the LSDV estimator 

hass a relatively small variance as compared with IV and GMM techniques. Therefore, on 

basiss of a mean squared error criterion, a reasonably efficient procedure may result when 

aa bias approximation is used to correct for the bias in the LSDV estimator. We shall 

examinee the LSDVc implementations 

tfsDVcAtfsDVcA = hsov - BgDVifc , j = 0,.., 3, (2.40) 

wheree any consistent preliminary estimators 6  ̂and &l h, obtained from estimation tech-

niquee h = AHLy GMM (as defined in the next section), can be used to estimate the 

correctionn term. 
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2.44 Asymptotic properties 

Inn this section we establish limiting distributions for the various estimators, either for 

NN —+ oo and T finite or vice versa. We will not consider the limiting behaviour of the 

estimatorss when both N and T go to infinity (see Alvarez and Arellano, 1998). Note that 

ann appropriate asymptotic variance for LSDVc estimators (2.40) has not been derived yet 

forr the case TV — oo and T finite. The last subsection is about the asymptotic distribution 

off  simple t-ratios for the various estimators. 

2.4.11 IV and GMM estimators 

Inn the simulations we will compare bias corrected LSDV estimators with some commonly 

usedused IV and GMM techniques. More in particular, we will consider estimators for the 

modell  in first differences (1.15), i.e. 

DyDy =  1Dy_1 + DXp + DE. (2.41) 

Ass outlined in Section 1.2.2 Anderson and Hsiao (1982) proposed two simple IV estimators 

forr the parameter vector 6, which make use of either Dy_2 or J*y_i as instrument for Dy_\. 

Inn this chapter we will analyse the second option only, i.e. using J*y~\ as instrument. 

Thenn estimation of (2.41) leads to the estimator 

WW = (Z'DWy'Z'Dy, (2.42) 

wheree Z = [J*y-i  : DX] and DW are N{T-l) x (K+1) matrices and Dy is a N{T-l)x 1 

vector. . 

Thee GMM estimator used in this chapter is that of Arellano and Bond (1991). In their 

simulationn study and empirical application they do not use all available overidentifying 

restrictionss concerning the exogenous variables. Their (T — 1) x {\T(T —\) + K) matrix 

ZuZu of instruments for individual i is as in (1.19). The moment conditions can be written 

convenientlyy as E[ZiDe] = 0 and the GMM estimator equals 

66GMMGMM = {W D' ZiV~l Z[DW)-lW' D' ZiV~l Z[Dy. (2.43) 

Thee estimator of V used in this chapter is V = jjZ[HZi,  which is equivalent with the 

one-stepp estimator2 of Arellano and Bond (1991). The N(T - 1) x N{T - 1) matrix 

HH = IN ® HT-I multiplied by the disturbance variance a\ is the variance matrix of 

2Thee estimator (2.43) is identical to the estimator labelled GMMnj in Section 1.3, but for ease of 

notationn here the subscript dif has been supressed. 
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Ds,Ds, which is an MA(1) process under the assumption that E is white noise. The matrix 

HHTT-i-i  = DTD'T has twos on the main diagonal, minus ones on the first subdiagonals and 

zeross elsewhere. 

Underr standard regularity conditions, and upon defining 

Y,zwY,zw = Plim—Z'DW (2.44) 
JV-.oo-'V V 

ZZHZZZHZ = -TPlim—Z'Dee'DZ (2.45) 

ZZZtZtww = Plim— Z[DW (2.46) 

ZzZzlHZllHZl = -zplim—ZlDee'DZ,, (2.47) 

thee usual asymptotic reasoning yields the normal limiting distributions for the IV and 

GMMM estimators for fixed T, viz. 

VNVN [ÖAHL - 8)  ̂ M [0, a^^zHz^'zw)'1]  , (2-48) 

and d 

V ^^ (ÖGMM -S)^M [0, °i& ZlwX2HzPz,w)-1]  (2.49) 

Fromm the above, we obtain the asymptotic approximations 

SAHLSAHL ~ M[6, o\{Z'DWYlZ'HZ{W'DZyl\, (2.50) 

and d 

&GMM&GMM „"^[S,  ^{{DWyZiV^ZlDW)-1]  . (2.51) 

Consistentt estimators for a2., the variance of the disturbance term e, are given by 

^^ = N(T-Ui)A-h{K+iy  h =  AHL'GMM>  (2-52) 

where e 

ühüh = y~ W6k. (2.53) 

Notee that the numerator in (2.52) is the sum of squares of the group-demeaned (in order 

too account for the estimated individual effect coefficients) residuals, and the denominator 

containss a degrees of freedom correction for the N + K + 1 estimated coefficients. Obvi-

ously,, a2
eAHL and cr2

eGMM are semi-consistent, like 6AHL and 6GMM, for N —» oo and any 

T. T. 
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2.4.22 LSDV estimator 

Too obtain similar results for the LSDV estimator, where 

ll LSDVLSDV - b = {W'AW)~l W'Ae, (2.54) 

wee have to be a littl e bit more careful. We will obtain results for T — oo and N finite 

andd N — oo and T finite. We define both 

ZZWAWWAW = pMm^-W'AW, (2.55) 

forr T finite, and 

forr N finite. First consider 

TTWAWWAW = plim^W'AW, (2.56) 

pl\m(6pl\m(6LSLSDvDv - 6) = Tw
l
AWplim-W'Ae. 

Sincee it follows from (2.25) and (2.27) respectively that, for N finite, E  = 

OiT'OiT'11)) and Var [£ W4e] = 0{T~l), we have plim^WAe = 0. Hence, 
T—>oo o 

plimSplimS LSDV = 6, (2-57) 

i.e.. 6LSDV is consistent for T —  oo. 

Employingg an appropriate central limit theorem yields 

VfVf (ILSDV  [0, <&$ AW\ , (2-58) 
\\ / T—*oo 

leadingg to the asymptotic approximate distribution 

ILSDVILSDV ~ M [6, oiiW'AW)-1]  . (2.59) 

Also,, for 
-22 _ U'LSDVAÜLSDV (t) m . 
ffff'-'-LSDVLSDV~~ N(T-l)-(K + iy [  } 

w i t hh ULSDV = V - WÜLSDVI we find 

Pl i m a"£,L5WW = °\- (2- 6 1) 
T-+oc c 

Inn principle, of course, these large T approximations will be useful only when T is large 

relativee to N. 
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However,, for T finite and N —* oo the situation is much more complicated. It follows 

fromm (2.25) and (2.27) that E [jjW'Ae] = 0(1) and Var [£WMe] = OfiV" 1). Hence, 

usingg p l imi (W'Ae - E [W'Ae]) = 0, we find 

N—N—»oo »oo 

6*6* = plim(6 LSDV -S) = E^^p l im—W'Ae 

== E ^ p l i m l (W'Ae - E [W'Ae]) + ?$AW lim  [W'Ae] 

== -g'  (r~^  ~ T ( I ' -V ) s"̂ ei = Q(1)'  (2-62) 
whichh defines 6*  as the inconsistency (asymptotic bias) of LSDV for N —> oo and finite 

T,, earlier addressed in Nickell (1981) and Sevestre and Trognon (1996). 

Itt is interesting to examine whether, in addition to (2.58), the LSDV estimator has 

aa limiting distribution for N — oo and fixed T, and what the situation is for LSDVc 

estimatorss like (2.40). Prom (2.27) and (2.24) we obtain 

Varr [W'Ae] = a\Q  ̂ + <r\Ntr  (YlTTlT) e ^, (2.63) 

andd with (2.55) this yields 

-^== [W'Ae - E [W'Ae])  ̂ M [0, <%LWAW + <rttr(n TnT)exe\] . (2.64) 

Hence, , 

fe")fe") _1_1 (TNW>A£ ~ 7NE [W'A£]) (2-65) 
^ A ^ [ 0 ,, <T2

£^AW + aA
ttr{^TnT)Tl^AWele'lTlw\w]  , 

and,, using (2.54) and (2.62), we obtain from the above 

^N^N {èLSDV -5*-6) (2.66) 

^^ N [0, «rjE^V + ^M^T^T^^e.e'^Aw]

So,, we find that for N — oo and fixed T the estimator 6LSDV has a limiting distribution, 

butt it is not centered at 6. Note that this limiting distribution depends not only on a\ and 

 but via n^ also on 7. If  6* were known, the corrected LSDV estimator 6 LSDV — <5* 

wouldd provide a v^-consistent estimator of 6 with limiting distribution (2.66). Hence, 

evenn if  6* were known and could also be used to obtain a consistent estimator a2 for cr2, 
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thenn a2(W'AW)~l would not provide an adequate expression for the asymptotic variance. 

Thus,, for N —*  oo we find at least two striking differences with the T —  oo results: bias 

correctionn is indispensable for achieving consistency and the asymptotic variance of a 

consistentt estimator is non-standard. 

2.4.33 Corrected LSDV estimator 

Wee wil l now analyse the limiting behaviour of corrected LSDV estimators as proposed 

inn (2.40). From (2.31) it follows that as T —  oo and AT finite the limiting behaviour of 

correctedd LSDV estimators is equivalent to that of the ordinary LSDV estimator. Note 

thatt in this case the ordinary LSDV estimator can be used as a preliminary consistent 

estimatorr of 6 in the bias approximation. However, GMM is ruled out because it is 

inconsistentt for finite N. Hence, for T —» oo and N finite h = LSDV, AHL in (2.40) 

yieldss consistency. 

Forr T finite and N —> oo we have for the ordinary LSDV estimator the limiting result 

inn (2.66). In practice 6* of (2.62) is unknown, but we can estimate it. Employing a \/ÏV-

consistentt estimator 6h, for instance SAHL of (2.42) or 6QMM of (2.43) and corresponding 

^ , /nn y i e l d s 

KK = ~*l h (J^J- - T ( \~_^ )2) (^W'AW) '  ei> h = AHL^  GMM- (2-67) 
Wee shall examine now the asymptotic distributions of the LSDVc estimators 

66LLSDVc,hSDVc,h = hsov -K, h =  AHL' GMM- (2-68) 

Notee that this implementation corresponds to èLSDVch given in (2.40). The higher order 

implementationss with j > 1 have the same limiting distribution. To derive this limiting 

distributionn we use 

VNVN {öLSDVc,h -6)=y/N {SLSDV - Ö' - fi) - VN ( ^ - <5*) . (2.69) 

Thee first right-hand term has already been dealt with in (2.66) and in Appendix 2.A the 

limitin gg distribution of the second term is derived and also of their difference. Since the 

secondd term has a finite limiting distribution indeed, i.e. is Op( l ) , the asymptotic variance 

off  the corrected estimator with estimated 6* is found to be different from that where 6* 

iss known, which was already found to be non-standard itself. 

Inn Appendix 2.A we find 

VNVN (hsDVck - 6) - ^ N [0, nLsDVch] , h = AHL, GMM, (2.70) 
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whichh leads to 

hsDVc,hhsDVc,h ~ tf[ö,VLSDvc,h], h = AHL, GMM. (2.71) 

Forr h = AHL the expression for the asymptotic variance matrix has been derived and we 
find find 

VLSDVCAHLVLSDVCAHL = ffliW'AW)-1 

+a+a44
ssNtr(UNtr(UTTnnTT){W'AW)-){W'AW)-11ee11e'e'll(W(W,,AW)-AW)-1 1 

+a+a44
eeN{W'AW)-N{W'AW)-11W'AD'Z{W'D'Z)-W'AD'Z{W'D'Z)-11ee11d\ d\ 

+o+oAANdNdlle\{Z'DW)-e\{Z'DW)-yyZ'D'AW{W'AW)-Z'D'AW{W'AW)-1 1 

+a+a44
££{W/(T-l))d{W/(T-l))d22d'd'2 2 

+a+a66
££NN22e'e'11{Z'DW)-{Z'DW)-11Z'HZ(W'D'Z)~Z'HZ(W'D'Z)~11e-e-iidd11d[ d[ 

+cr+cr 66
££NN22tr(Utr(UTTr'r' TTL'L'TTJ^DJ^DTT)(W'AW)-)(W'AW)-11(W'D'Z)-(W'D'Z)-11ee11d'd'l l 

+c7+c766
££NN22tr(ïltr(ïl TTr'r' TTL'L'TTJ^DJ^DTT)d)dlle'e'll(Z'DW)-(Z'DW)-ïï{W'AW)-{W'AW)-11,, (2.72) 

where e 

[11 +T-T-1 o 1 --VT 1 

d22 = triUr^W'AWy^x. 

Thee expression in (2.72) can be used to estimate the asymptotic variance matrix of (2.71). 

Forr h = GMM we did not derive such an expression due to the complexity of the depen-

dencee of the matrix of instruments Z\ on e. 

Ann alternative way to obtain empirical estimates of VLSDV^K, which avoids the use of 

complicatedd analytical expressions as in (2.72), is to bootstrap the standard errors. Ex-

ploitingg the normality assumption, we may use a parametric bootstrap and the procedure 

forr resampling is then as follows: 

1.. Obtain the corrected LSDV estimators ^LSDV^H-, o\h a nd VLSDVC^ 

2.. For 6=1 , . . ., B generate a random sample e  ̂ ~ A/"[0, cr2
£hINT); 

3.. Calculate yW = iLSDVchV-l + XfiLSDVĉ h + SfjLSDVch + e  ̂ where y{*\  contains the 
originall  starting values; 

4.. Estimate the model with the resampled data to obtain the bootstrap LSDVc esti-
matorr oLSDV h. 
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Notee that the presence of y_ i necessitates to use a recursive resampling scheme. The 

limitingg distribution for the bootstrap estimator, conditional on 8LsDVc,h, is 

v ^^ ('6fSDVe h - hsDVck) -  ̂ M [0, QLSDVck], h = AHL, GMM. 

Thee variance of öLSDVch can be estimated from its empirical distribution by 

B B 

VVLLSDVc,hSDVc,h = p _ . /S^LSDVck ~ ÖLSDVc,h)Q>LSDVc,h ~ ^LSDVc,h)', (2.73) 

6=1 1 

withh 6LsDVc,h = -sY^^=i^LSDVch- Especially when N is large this variance estimator 
shouldd be appropriate and may replace the estimation by the analytical expression (2.72). 

2.4.44 t-ratios 

Thee asymptotic distributions presented above can be used to construct asymptotic t-ratio 

testss for the null hypotheses H0  6k - S°k for k = l,...,K + 1. The statistics can be 

expressedd as (j = 0,1,2, 3; h = AHL, GMM): 

\j£\j£ttAHi<AHi<  (Z'DWy1 Z'HZ (W'D'Z)-1 ek 

tGMM{OtGMM{Okk)) = , = = , {^.(D) 

^IcMM^iw'D'Z^ZlDWy^IcMM^iw'D'Z^ZlDWy ek 

ii  IÜÏ _ cO 
0)) ,rfK _ ek°LSDVc,h °k f 2 7 f i , 

ttLSDVc,h\LSDVc,h\CCk)k) — I ; ' l z- ' °J 

YY  e'kVLSDVc,h^k 

,'cW,'cW _ cO 
TT(j)(j)  ,,(K _ ek°LSDVc,h °k ( 2 7 7 ) 
11LSDVc,h\°k)LSDVc,h\°k) — i— ; ' \^-<') 

\l°lLSDvé\l°lLSDvékk{W>AW)-{W>AW)-lleek k 

^lLSDve'^lLSDve'kk(W'AWy(W'AWylleek k 

TT fffl\ ekoLspv - ok (l? 7Rv 

Becausee they have been appropriately normalised, the statistics tAHL{bk)i ^GMM(^k) a nd 

^LSDVC^LSDVC hi^l) w^l  aU converge to a standard normal distribution for N — oo under the null 

hypothesis.. For the tests T{
L

J^DVch{6°k), which combines the LSDVc coefficient estimator 

withh the ordinary LSDV variance, andTLSDv{^k) this is only the case when T approaches 

infinity . . 
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2.55 Simulation results 

Thee simulation design is basically the same as in Kiviet (1995), although slightly different 

valuess for some of the parameters have been chosen including cases with non-stationary 

regressors.. Data for y have been generated according to equation (2.1) with K — 1. The 

generatingg equation for the explanatory variable x is 

XitXit = pXi,t-i+tit  i = l,...,N;t = l,...,T, (2.79) 

wheree £it ~ JZA/"[0, <r|]. As already noted in the introduction the focus is on samples 

inn which both dimensions are relatively small. Therefore, the following three cases have 

beenn analysed: T = N = 10; T - 10, N = 20 and T = 20, AT = 10. Three values for 7 

(viz.. 0.8; 0.5; 0.2) and two for p (viz. 0.8; 1.0) are considered. Each experiment consists 

off  one thousand replications. The long-run effect p/(l - 7) o f i o ny has been set equal to 

unityy in all experiments. This implies that the impact multiplier (3 varies with the chosen 

valuess for 7. The variance of the disturbance term o\ is set at the value of one. So, for 

thee three chosen sample sizes we consider six different designs concerning 6 = (7,/?)', p 

andd cre. 

Appendixx 2.B gives a detailed description on how the remaining design parameters 

djjdjj  and <7£ have been determined. By varying an we control the relative impact on y of 

thee two error components r\ and e. The parameter cr  ̂ has been determined by controlling 

thee signal-to-noise ratio <r 2
s of the model. In Kiviet (1995) it has been shown that a 

properr comparison of simulation results over different parameter values requires to exercise 

controll  over some of the basic model characteristics such as the signal-to-noise ratio. 

Appendixx 2.B discusses also the modifications of the design required when the exogenous 

regressorr is non-stationary. In this case p is equal to one, which is a situation not examined 

inn Kiviet (1995). The signal-to-noise ratio u2
st is now varying with t. Hence, we have chosen 

too fix the signal in the experiments at the mean value of a2
1 over the sample, and then the 

parameterss <JV and o  ̂are determined as in the experiments with a stationary regressor x. 

Thee following estimators have been analysed: least squares dummy variables (LSDV), 

thee Anderson and Hsiao (1982) simple IV estimator (labelled AHL), the one-step GMM 

estimatorr of Arellano and Bond (1991) and the correction method of Kiviet (1995, 1999) 

basedd on either an initial GMM estimate (LSDVC,GMM) or AHL estimate (LSDVCAHL). In 

thee correction formula we have always included the approximation B^gDV, unless stated 

otherwise.. Note that only the uncorrected LSDV estimator relies on asymptotics requiring 

largee T. 

Inn the experiments the GMM estimator is calculated for three sets of instruments. 

Regardingg (1.19) one, five and eight lagged values of the dependent variable have been 
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taken,, which results in three different GMM estimators (labelled GMMa, GMMb and 

GMMcc respectively). The GMMc estimator has been used as the preliminary estimator 

inn the operational bias corrected estimator LSDVCGMM. 

Wee performed 1000 Monte Carlo replications. Results on the bias, variance and mean 

squaredd error of the various coefficient estimators are presented in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. 

Too get a quick impression of the general qualities of the estimators (and to save space) 

wee give here average outcomes over the three different 7 values only (for particular T 

andd N) but do report separate results for the stationary and non-stationary variable 

cases.. We observe the following patterns in the simulation results. First, the sign and 

magnitudee of the bias in estimating 7 and (3 is for LSDV and the GMM procedures more 

orr less comparable when both T and N are small. Second, the AHL estimator has almost 

negligiblee bias in estimating 7 and a rather small bias for /3, but it yields for both the 

largestt variance. Regarding 7 the large dispersion of the AHL estimator is confirmed by 

thee results in the second column of Tables 2.1 and 2.2, which show the high frequency 

off  estimates of 7 outside the unit circle. Third, the LSDV procedure has relatively small 

variancee as compared with GMM and AHL. Fourth, bias correction reduces the bias 

considerably.. Fifth, based on a mean squared error criterion the LSDVc procedures are 

neverr beaten by the other estimators. In addition, we note that the sensitivity with 

respectt to the preliminary estimator used in the bias approximation, i.e. GMM or AHL, 

iss only marginal. Also when the difference in accuracy of AHL and GMM is large, the 

extentt to which this is carried over to the accuracy of the bias corrected LSDV is minor. 

Finally,, we note for GMM that its variance (but not its bias) decreases with the number 

off  moment conditions employed. 

Inn Tables 2.3 and 2.4 we compare the contributions of the various terms in the bias 

approximationn for LSDV, calculated at the true parameter values, with the actual bias as 

estimatedd from the Monte Carlo for the stationary and non-stationary data respectively. 

Wee find that the magnitude of the bias depends much more on T than on N, and relatively 

littl ee on p, the pattern of the regressor variable. The negative bias in the estimator of 

77 is larger in absolute value when 7 is larger, and on the whole it is much more serious 

thann the bias in estimating (3. In relative terms the bias in estimating 7 is certainly 

seriouss when 7 is small. The decomposition of the bias approximation in terms of different 

orderss in T and N shows that the pure 0{T~X) approximation can be reasonably accurate 

whenn the bias is moderate but otherwise it may yield a considerable overstatement of the 

actuall  bias. Leaving into the approximation the contributions which are 0(T~2), but 

whichh are still O(N0) at the same time, is often profitable, but not always so. The 

contributionss to the bias which are 0(N~1T~1) and 0{N~^T~2) are found to be of very 
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Tablee 2.1: Bias, standard deviation and root mean-squared error of estimators for 7 and 

00 in case of stationary y and x 

## Bias 7 Bias f3 Std 7 Std 0 Rmse 7 Rmse 0 

NN = 10, T = 20 

LSDV LSDV 

LSDVC,GMM LSDVC,GMM 

LSDVC,AHL LSDVC,AHL 

AHL AHL 

GMMa GMMa 

GMMb GMMb 

GMMc GMMc 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

37 7 

4 4 

0 0 

0 0 

-0.074 4 

-0.016 6 

-0.009 9 

-0.006 6 

-0.079 9 

-0.116 6 

-0.109 9 

0.013 3 

-0.014 4 

-0.012 2 

-0.009 9 

0.022 2 

0.073 3 

0.054 4 

0.057 7 

0.060 0 

0.061 1 

0.133 3 

0.116 6 

0.078 8 

0.069 9 

0.084 4 

0.081 1 

0.083 3 

0.151 1 

0.143 3 

0.122 2 

0.108 8 

0.095 5 

0.063 3 

0.062 2 

0.133 3 

0.141 1 

0.140 0 

0.130 0 

0.086 6 

0.082 2 

0.084 4 

0.152 2 

0.145 5 

0.145 5 

0.123 3 

ATT = 10, T = 10 

LSDV LSDV 

LSDVC,GMM LSDVC,GMM 

LSDVC,XHJ. LSDVC,XHJ. 

AHL AHL 

GMMa GMMa 

GMMb GMMb 

GMMc GMMc 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

77 7 

19 9 

1 1 

0 0 

-0.149 9 

-0.043 3 

-0.024 4 

0.002 2 

-0.098 8 

-0.166 6 

-0.165 5 

0.026 6 

-0.011 1 

-0.010 0 

-0.016 6 

0.010 0 

0.038 8 

0.039 9 

0.088 8 

0.096 6 

0.099 9 

0.242 2 

0.187 7 

0.132 2 

0.121 1 

0.149 9 

0.144 4 

0.147 7 

0.215 5 

0.201 1 

0.184 4 

0.177 7 

0.175 5 

0.108 8 

0.104 4 

0.242 2 

0.213 3 

0.214 4 

0.206 6 

0.153 3 

0.144 4 

0.147 7 

0.215 5 

0.202 2 

0.190 0 

0.183 3 

NN = 20, T = 10 

LSDV LSDV 

LSDVC,GMM LSDVC,GMM 

LSDVC,\HL LSDVC,\HL 

AHL AHL 

GMMa GMMa 

GMMb GMMb 

GMMc GMMc 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

49 9 

15 5 

0 0 

0 0 

-0.144 4 

-0.037 7 

-0.020 0 

-0.006 6 

-0.059 9 

-0.111 1 

-0.115 5 

0.031 1 

-0.009 9 

-0.010 0 

-0.004 4 

0.008 8 

0.026 6 

0.023 3 

0.062 2 

0.069 9 

0.070 0 

0.151 1 

0.135 5 

0.101 1 

0.095 5 

0.099 9 

0.096 6 

0.098 8 

0.158 8 

0.153 3 

0.140 0 

0.134 4 

0.158 8 

0.080 0 

0.074 4 

0.152 2 

0.148 8 

0.151 1 

0.150 0 

0.106 6 

0.096 6 

0.099 9 

0.158 8 

0.153 3 

0.144 4 

0.137 7 

Figuress are averages over three experiments, i.e. 7 = {0-8, 0.5,0.2} 

## is number of cases where the estimate of 7 is equal or larger than 1 in absolute value 
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Tablee 2.2: Bias, standard deviation and root mean-squared error of estimators for 7 and 

j3j3 in case of non-stationary y and x 

LSDV LSDV 

LSDVcr.nii LSDVcr.nii 

LSDVC,MU. LSDVC,MU. 

AHL AHL 

GMMa GMMa 

GMMb GMMb 

GMMc GMMc 

LSDV LSDV 

LSDVC,C,MM LSDVC,C,MM 

LSDVC,MU. LSDVC,MU. 

AHL AHL 

GMMa GMMa 

GMMb GMMb 

GMMc GMMc 

LSDV LSDV 

LSDVCX.MM LSDVCX.MM 

LSDVLSDV CAM 

AHL AHL 

GMMa GMMa 

GMMb GMMb 

GMMc GMMc 

# # 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

36 6 

3 3 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

143 3 

17 7 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

82 2 

14 4 

0 0 

0 0 

Biass -) 

-0.082 2 

-0.012 2 

-0.004 4 

-0.003 3 

-0.095 5 

-0.150 0 

-0.131 1 

-0.154 4 

-0.041 1 

-0.025 5 

0.009 9 

-0.170 0 

-0.213 3 

-0.191 1 

-0.145 5 

-0.033 3 

-0.014 4 

0.004 4 

-0.118 8 

-0.166 6 

-0.153 3 

BiasBias P 

NN = 10. 

0.045 5 

0.003 3 

0.000 0 

0.001 1 

0.007 7 

0.019 9 

0.037 7 

NN = 10, 

0.090 0 

0.021 1 

0.026 6 

0.008 8 

-0.012 2 

0.022 2 

0.045 5 

JVV = 20 

0.091 1 

0.024 4 

0.020 0 

0.001 1 

-0.OO6 6 

0.012 2 

0.028 8 

Std-y Std-y 

TT = 20 

0.061 1 

0.065 5 

0.065 5 

0.152 2 

0.131 1 

0.095 5 

0.079 9 

T=T= 10 

0.089 9 

0.099 9 

0.105 5 

0.838 8 

0.245 5 

0.149 9 

0.132 2 

T=T= 10 

0.062 2 

0.068 8 

0.072 2 

0.299 9 

0.195 5 

0.130 0 

0.116 6 

Std(3 Std(3 

0.164 4 

0.153 3 

0.159 9 

0.323 3 

0.313 3 

0.280 0 

0.230 0 

0.200 0 

0.191 1 

0.205 5 

0.455 5 

0.297 7 

0.268 8 

0.256 6 

0.142 2 

0.135 5 

0.140 0 

0.230 0 

0.218 8 

0.204 4 

0.196 6 

RmseRmse 7 

0.103 3 

0.066 6 

0.066 6 

0.152 2 

0.162 2 

0.178 8 

0.153 3 

0.180 0 

0.109 9 

0.110 0 

0.839 9 

0.298 8 

0.260 0 

0.233 3 

0.159 9 

0.078 8 

0.075 5 

0.299 9 

0.228 8 

0.211 1 

0.193 3 

RmseRmse 0 

0.171 1 

0.154 4 

0.159 9 

0.323 3 

0.313 3 

0.282 2 

0.235 5 

0.220 0 

0.193 3 

0.207 7 

0.455 5 

0.297 7 

0.270 0 

0.261 1 

0.169 9 

0.137 7 

0.142 2 

0.230 0 

0.218 8 

0.205 5 

0.199 9 

Figuress arc averages over three experiments, i.e. 7 — {0.8,0.5,0.2} 

## is number of casra when: the estimate of 7 is equal or larger than 1 in absolute value 
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Tablee 2.3: LSDV bias for stationary y and x 

BiasBias 7 Bias 0 Bias 7 Bias j3 Bias 7 Bias (3 

NN = 10, T = 20 AT = 10, T = 10 N = 20, T = 10 

total total 
o<0> > 

DDLSDV LSDV 
aaLSDV LSDV 
o(2) ) 
DDLSDV LSDV 
R ( 3) ) 

-0.115 5 

-0.134 4 

-0.101 1 

-0.108 8 

-0.113 3 

0.001 1 

0.028 8 

0.021 1 

0.024 4 

0.025 5 

77 = 0.8, 

-0.232 2 

-0.388 8 

-0.215 5 

-0.218 8 

-0.232 2 

pp = 0.8 

0.005 5 

0.032 2 

0.018 8 

0.020 0 

0.021 1 

-0.224 4 

-0.387 7 

-0.214 4 

-0.216 6 

-0.224 4 

0.015 5 

0.047 7 

0.026 6 

0.027 7 

0.028 8 

77 = 0.5, p = 0.8 

total total 
B (0) ) 
DDLSDV LSDV 
BB(1) (1) 

nnLSDV LSDV D(2) ) 
DDLSDV LSDV 
D(3) ) 

-0.062 2 

-0.055 5 

-0.050 0 

-0.055 5 

-0.056 6 

0.023 3 

0.031 1 

0.028 8 

0.032 2 

0.032 2 

-0.126 6 

-0.136 6 

-0.109 9 

-0.115 5 

-0.120 0 

0.039 9 

0.054 4 

0.043 3 

0.048 8 

0.050 0 

-0.123 3 

-0.138 8 

-0.111 1 

-0.114 4 

-0.116 6 

0.043 3 

0.063 3 

0.050 0 

0.052 2 

0.053 3 

77 = 0.2, p = 0.8 

total total 
o(0) ) 
°LSDV °LSDV 
R<1) ) DDLSDV LSDV 
o(2) ) nnLSDV LSDV 
o(3) ) ÖLSDV V 

-0.046 6 

-0.037 7 

-0.035 5 

-0.039 9 

-0.039 9 

0.014 4 

0.026 6 

0.025 5 

0.027 7 

0.028 8 

-0.088 8 

-0.084 4 

-0.073 3 

-0.079 9 

-0.080 0 

0.035 5 

0.049 9 

0.043 3 

0.047 7 

0.048 8 

-0.085 5 

-0.085 5 

-0.074 4 

-0.077 7 

-0.078 8 

0.034 4 

0.052 2 

0.046 6 

0.048 8 

0.048 8 

BLSDV>> i= 0 ' "> a. i s Sivnu in (2.38) mid (2.39) 
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Tablee 2.4: LSDV bias for non-stationary y and x 

BiasBias 7 Bias 0 Bias 7 Bias 0 Bias 7 Bias j3 

NN = 10, T = 20 JV = 10, T = 10 N = 20, T = 10 

77 = 0.8, p= 1.0 

-0.114 4 

-0.137 7 

-0.103 3 

-0.111 1 

-0.116 6 

0.044 4 

0.066 6 

0.050 0 

0.054 4 

0.056 6 

-0.229 9 

-0.386 6 

-0.214 4 

-0.219 9 

-0.233 3 

0.104 4 

0.185 5 

0.102 2 

0.105 5 

0.111 1 

-0.214 4 

-0.384 4 

-0.213 3 

-0.215 5 

-0.223 3 

0.109 9 

0.168 8 

0.093 3 

0.095 5 

0.097 7 

7 - 0 . 5,, p= 1.0 

-0.075 5 

-0.075 5 

-0.068 8 

-0.075 5 

-0.077 7 

0.048 8 

0.053 3 

0.047 7 

0.052 2 

0.053 3 

-0.135 5 

-0.154 4 

-0.123 3 

-0.131 1 

-0.135 5 

0.090 0 

0.109 9 

0.087 7 

0.093 3 

0.096 6 

-0.127 7 

-0.159 9 

-0.127 7 

-0.131 1 

-0.134 4 

0.090 0 

0.105 5 

0.084 4 

0.087 7 

0.089 9 

7 - 0 . 2,, p= 1.0 

-0.056 6 

-0.055 5 

-0.051 1 

-0.056 6 

-0.057 7 

0.042 2 

0.044 4 

0.041 1 

0.045 5 

0.046 6 

-0.098 8 

-0.102 2 

-0.089 9 

-0.095 5 

-0.097 7 

0.074 4 

0.083 3 

0.072 2 

0.078 8 

0.080 0 

-0.095 5 

-0.105 5 

-0.092 2 

-0.095 5 

-0.097 7 

0.075 5 

0.080 0 

0.070 0 

0.073 3 

0.074 4 

total total 

B B 

B B 

B B 

B B 

(0) ) 
LSDV LSDV 
(1) ) 
LSDV LSDV 
(2) ) 
LSDV LSDV 
(3) ) 
LSDV LSDV 

total total 

B B 

B B 

B B 

B B 

(0) ) 
LSDV LSDV 
(1) ) 
LSDV LSDV 
(2) ) 
LSDV LSDV 
(3) ) 
LSDV LSDV 

total total 

B B 

B B 

B B 

B B 

(0) ) 
LSDV LSDV 
(1) ) 
LSDV LSDV 
(2) ) 
LSDV LSDV 
(3) ) 
LSDV LSDV 
U)U)
LSDV'LSDV' J 

i=0,. . . ,3,, is given in (2.38) and (2.39) 
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Tablee 2.5: Bias of coefficient estimators and estimators of standard errors (7 

pp = 0.8) 

BiasBias of : 

LSDV LSDV 

LSDVc,v.wu LSDVc,v.wu 

LSDVc,\\u. LSDVc,\\u. 

AHL AHL 

GMMa GMMa 

GMMb GMMb 

GMMc GMMc 

LSDV LSDV 

LSDVc.cc MM 

LSDVC,MI\. LSDVC,MI\. 

AHL AHL 

GMMa GMMa 

GMMb GMMb 

GMMc GMMc 

LSDV LSDV 

LSDVcLSDVcffQQ MM 

LSDD Vc, AHL 

AHL AHL 

GMMa GMMa 

GMMb GMMb 

GMMc GMMc 

1 1 

-0.062 2 

-0.012 2 

-0.006 6 

-0.008 8 

-0.071 1 

-0.106 6 

-0.098 8 

-0.126 6 

-0.028 8 

-0.006 6 

-0.001 1 

-0.084 4 

-0.145 5 

-0.144 4 

-0.123 3 

-0.025 5 

-0.010 0 

-0.009 9 

-0.054 4 

-0.097 7 

-0.100 0 

0 0 

0.023 3 

-0.006 6 

-0.008 8 

-0.007 7 

0.025 5 

0.078 8 

0.062 2 

0.039 9 

-0.005 5 

-0.006 6 

-0.013 3 

0.016 6 

0.051 1 

0.052 2 

0.043 3 

-0.003 3 

-0.007 7 

-0.004 4 

0.011 1 

0.036 6 

0.034 4 

<re e 

N N 

-2.5 5 

-2.3 3 

-2.2 2 

0.6 6 

-1.0 0 

-2.0 0 

-2.3 3 

N N 

-5.9 9 

-5.1 1 

-4.6 6 

0.7 7 

-3.8 8 

-5.7 7 

-5.9 9 

N N 

-6.1 1 

-5.3 3 

-5.1 1 

-1.5 5 

-4.8 8 

-6.0 0 

-6.2 2 

Sidd 7 

== 10,T = 

-8.0 0 

-11.1 1 

-12.0 0 

0.7 7 

1.5 5 

-3.5 5 

-6.0 0 

== 10, T = 

-9.1 1 

-15.4/NA/ / 

-19.5/4.4/--

-1.0 0 

-3.6 6 

-13.0 0 

-14.3 3 

==  20, T = 

-8.3 3 

-15.7/NA/ / 

20 0 

10 0 

-5.6 6 

5.8 8 

10 0 

-5.0 0 

-18.7/3.5/-3.0 0 

-0.4 4 

-2.1 1 

-7.9 9 

-7.8 8 

StdStd 0 

-3.4 4 

-3.0 0 

-2.6 6 

0.6 6 

1.2 2 

2.7 7 

-1.7 7 

-10.0 0 

-8.5/NA/-7.2 2 

-8.3/-6.0/-6.8 8 

2.9 9 

1.8 8 

-1.3 3 

-3.6 6 

-9.6 6 

-8.7/NA/-5.8 8 

-8.3/-5.1/-5.4 4 

-1.3 3 

-3.1 1 

-3.2 2 

-4.1 1 

Thee bias in estimators of asymptotic standard errors is in percentage of the true value 

Multiplee /  /  figures are based on (2.59), (2.72) and (2.73) respectively 
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Tab lee 2.6: Es t ima ted ac tual size of nominal 5% one- and two-sided t tes ts (7 = 0.5 and 

pp = 0.8) 

## 1 : 

LSDV LSDV 

LSDVc.csw LSDVc.csw 

LSDVcsuv LSDVcsuv 

AHL AHL 

GMMa GMMa 

GMMb GMMb 

GMMc GMMc 

7 > 7° ° 

1 1 

4 4 

6 6 

3 3 

1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

77 <7° 

31 1 

10 0 

9 9 

6 6 

16 6 

42 2 

45 5 

7 ^ 7° ° 

NN = 10, 

23 3 

8 8 

8 8 

5 5 

9 9 

30 0 

34 4 

N=N= 10, 

T T 

T T 

0>P° 0>P° 

== 20 

11 1 

4 4 

4 4 

4 4 

8 8 

23 3 

21 1 

== 10 

P P <0° <0° 

3 3 

7 7 

7 7 

5 5 

2 2 

0 0 

1 1 

/M/3° ° 

8 8 

7 7 

6 6 

5 5 

6 6 

15 5 

14 4 

LSDVLSDV 0 47 35 13 3 10 

LSZ?VC,GMMM 4/NA/3 13/NA/ll 10/NA/7 7/NA/7 8/NA/8 8/NA/8 

L5£»Vrc,.\\ in. 8/1/5 9/7/7 11/4/7 7/6/7 8/7/8 7/7/8 

AHLAHL 2 6 4 4 4 4 

GMMaGMMa 1 13 9 7 3 4 

GMMbGMMb 0 35 25 11 2 8 

GA/A/cc 0 41 30 12 3 9 

NN = 20, T = 10 

L S WW 0 69 59 19 2 13 

LSDVC,WMLSDVC,WM 4/NA/3 14/NA/ll 13/NA/8 6/NA/6 8/NA/7 7/NA/7 

LSDVC,MU.LSDVC,MU. 7/2/3 12/8/8 12/4/6 6/6/6 8/8/7 7/6/8 

AHLAHL 2 7 4 5 6 5 

GMMaGMMa 1 15 8 6 4 6 

GMMbGMMb 1 30 21 12 2 7 

GMM cc 0 34 23 11 3 7 

Multiplee /  /  figures arc based uu (2.59), (2.72) ami (2.73) respectively 
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limitedd actual magnitude, so one could decide to omit them from implementations of the 

LSDVcc procedure. 

Wee return now to results for the various estimation procedures and focus on variance 

estimates.. In Table 2.5 results are presented for the case 7 = 0.5 and p = 0.8. For 

reference,, the first two columns give the bias of coefficient estimators in estimating 7 and 

PP for this specific experiment. Naturally, some of the results concerning the coefficient es-

timatorss will carry over to the findings for the disturbance variance estimators. The table 

presentss the estimated bias in the estimators of <r e as percentage of the true disturbance 

standardd error, which is one in all experiments. Regarding this bias we find first of all 

thatt the magnitude of the bias of the LSDV and GMM estimators is more or less equal 

andd always negative. Second, the bias in the AHL estimator is often positive. Third, 

biass problems seem to be less severe for larger T. In this table the bias in estimating the 

standardd deviation of the various coefficient estimators is also presented as percentage of 

thee true standard deviation as estimated from the Monte Carlo. In many cases these rela-

tivee biases of the coefficient standard deviation are worse than the bias of the disturbance 

variancee (which is one of their determinants, of course). For LSDVc,GMM and LSDVc,AHL 

wee present different variance estimators. The conventional large T expression of (2.59) is 

alwayss reported. In addition, when T < N also the "analytic" (only in case of LSDVc,AHL) 

andd the bootstrap variance estimators as in (2.72) and (2.73) are presented. Especially for 

77 these alternative estimators seem more accurate than the standard expression. Similar 

resultss are obtained when allowing for a non-stationary regressor, i.e. p = 1.0. However, 

resultss not reported here show that for larger 7, i.e. 7 = 0.8, the "analytic" variance 

estimatorr breaks down, while the bootstrap estimator is still relatively accurate. 

Wee shall examine now what the implications are of the results on coefficient bias and 

biass in standard errors for the accuracy in small samples of the usual statistical inference 

ass produced by t statistics. Table 2.6 shows that relying on asymptotic theory in small 

sampless of the type analysed here can be quite misleading as the empirical distribution of 

thee t statistics can differ substantially from the asymptotic standard Normal. The actual 

sizee for testing /? is in many cases still reasonably close to the nominal size. For testing 

77 all the techniques show substantial distortions. For AHL underrejection is more of a 

problemm than overrejection. LSDV (understandably) but GMM too show huge distortions. 

Thee LSDVc results are generally much less extreme, but not really satisfactory. The 

differencess in performance of LSDVc implementations when using alternative variance 

estimatorss seem to be marginal. 

Summarising,, regarding the AHL estimator we find littl e bias, relatively good perfor-

mancee of t tests, but also large dispersion and RMSE. Compared with AHL we find for 
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GMMM relatively small RMSE, but larger, bias and substantial size distortions of t tests. 

Finally,, for bias corrected LSDV we find moderate bias and size distortions. Based on a 

RMSEE criterion this estimation method is never beaten by the other estimators analysed 

inn the simulations. 

2.66 Dynamic externalit ies and local economic devel-

opmentt in Morocco 

2.6.11 Introductio n 

Inn this section the performance of the various estimators will be examined in an empirical 

application.. We analyse the determinants driving local economic development in six 

majorr Moroccan urban areas. The existence of cities or urban areas is often explained by 

localisationn and urbanisation economies, which arise as a result of a higher degree of both 

concentrationn and differentiation of economic activities. Localisation economies emerge 

whenn similar firms cluster, while in case of urbanisation economies it is the diversity of the 

industriall  structure that matters. For example, localisation economies provide firms with 

betterr access to natural resources and lower transport costs, while urbanisation economies 

enhancee diversity of products and firms and increase market size. 

Whilee localisation and urbanisation economies describe the existing industrial struc-

turee of a region, they do not necessarily explain the pattern of economic development 

throughh time. Growth theory (Romer, 1986) emphasises the role of knowledge spillovers 

ass an important source for technological change and hence economic growth. As close 

proximityy of firms facilitates the transmission of ideas and innovations between firms, 

knowledgee spillovers are most likely to occur in urban areas. The agglomeration economies 

arisingg from knowledge spillovers are called dynamic externalities. In contrast with tra-

ditionall  localisation and urbanisation economies, dynamic externalities explain both the 

formationn of urban areas and local economic growth. 

Inn the literature on dynamic externalities three main theories are distinguished. All 

thesee theories agree that knowledge spillovers are important, but they differ regarding 

theirr origins. First, Marshall-Arrow-Romer (MAR) externalities arise from intra industry 

knowledgee spillovers, see for example Glaeser et al. (1992). MAR externalities imply that 

ann increase in the concentration of firms of the same industry within a region facilitates 

knowledgee spillovers, which in turn increases productivity. In other words, specialisation 

off  firms within a region will have positive effects on local economic development. Another 

featuree of MAR externalities is that local monopoly rather than competition is better 
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forr growth. Second, contrary to MAR externalities, so called Jacobs (1969) externalities 

arisee from inter industry knowledge spillovers or, in other words, diversity among firms 

iss beneficial. Third, Porter (1990) externalities agree with MAR theory that a higher 

concentrationn of similar firms in a region facilitates knowledge spillovers. In contrast to 

MAR,, however, Porter argues that a higher degree of local competition induces firms to 

innovatee in order to remain competitive. In the view of Porter, which is supported also 

byy Jacobs, competition is good for economic growth contrary to the prediction of MAR. 

Inn Bun and El Makhloufi (2001) an attempt has been made to distinguish which type 

off  externality, if any, is predominant for economic development in some major urban areas 

inn Morocco. As the empirical literature on dynamic externalities has focused exclusively 

onn industrialised countries like the United States or European countries, this is a first 

attemptt to quantify these theories for a developing country. It establishes significant 

MARR externalities, but provides mixed evidence on Jacobs and Porter effects. 

Ann important question not addressed by Bun and El Makhloufi is to what extent the 

influencee of dynamic externalities on local economic development differs between manu-

facturingg sectors. Glaeser et al. (1992) report estimation results on several subsamples 

off  industries to check the robustness of their overall results. Henderson et al. (1995) ar-

guee that for large mature industrial sectors MAR externalities should be dominant, while 

forr new industries also Jacobs externalities matter. Moreover, the degree of persistence 

inn economic activity should be higher for large traditional industries as compared with 

smallerr newer industries. Here, we will examine these features by assessing the degree of 

parameterr heterogeneity between industries, i.e. separate regressions will be estimated 

forr five main one-digit sectors available in the data. As these subsamples naturally have 

feww observations in both the time and cross-sectional dimensions, the simulations in the 

previouss section will be informative about the anomalous differences between estimates 

producedd by the various techniques. 

2.6.22 Data 

Thee available data contain annual time series on several characteristics including gross 

valuee added, employment, wages and number of establishments. The period covered is 

1985-19955 and the data are collected for eighteen two-digit manufacturing sectors and six 

largee urban areas in Morocco3. 

Inn order to establish in an econometric analysis the importance of dynamic externalities 

3Thee data are obtained from the "Ministère de 1'Industrie, du Commerce et de 1'Artisanat" of Morocco. 
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forr local economic activity the various types of externalities have to be quantified. The 

dataa include three indicators, which aim to measure these externalities. Data about 

sectorss s = l,...,S and regions r = l,...,R (with S — 18 and R = 6) are available, so 

eachh cross-sectional unit i has a unique combination of 5 and r. We can identify each 

cross-sectionall  unit i — 1, ...,SR uniquely with i = (r — 1)5 4- s. Denote with empSTi 

employmentt of industry s in region r at t ime period t. Furthermore, define empst, emprt 

andd empt as employment at time t in sector s, region r or the whole country respectively. 

Usingg the notation introduced above the definition of concentration or specialisation 

becomes s 

== emp„ t/emprl 
empst/empt empst/empt 

Thiss ratio measures the fraction of employment in sector s located in region r relative to 

thee fraction of total employment in sector s of total employment in the country. Therefore, 

highh levels for spït indicate that production of sector s is relatively concentrated in region 

r. . 

Thee measure for diversity is 

dvdvitit = ^ 
empkrt empkrt 

_emp_emprtrt -empkri 

(2.81) ) 

Thee ratio in this indicator is employment in sector A; in region r relative to the total other 

manufacturingg employment in region r. If this ratio is low for the majority of the sectors 

thenn there are many diversified activities in the region. Hence, a low level of dvlt implies 

aa high degree of diversity. 

Thee competition indicator is defined as 

ne„/emp» ne„/emp» 

nenestst/emp/empst st 

wheree nesrt are the number of establishments of industry s in region r. If the number of 

establishmentss per worker for industry s and region r is relatively high to that of industry 

ss in the whole country, then firms of sector s in that particular region are assumed to be 

relativelyy competitive. 

Thee specialisation and competition indicators given above are similar to those used 

inn Glaeser et al. (1992). The diversity indicator is similar to the so-called Hirschman-

Herfindahll  index, which has been used also in Henderson et al. (1995) and other studies. 

Otherr explanatory variables measuring local market conditions are total regional manu-
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facturingg production {trp), which reflects market size4, and real unit wage costs (wcap). 

Finally,, following De Lucio et al. (1998) real value added (va) will be used as a proxy for 

economicc activity. 

2.6.33 Estimation results 

Becausee of the time series aspect of the data, a general dynamic specification has been 

estimatedd including as many lagged explanatory variables as seem required, including the 

one-periodd lagged value of the dependent variable. To account for unobserved heterogene-

ity,, e.g. local resources or the institutional, cultural and political environment, individual 

specificc effects have been included. The estimated specification is 

Inn van = 7 In va^-i + P'xit + ^ + eit, (2.83) 

with h 

xxitit = (In trpit, In trpitt_u In wcapit, In wcapi>t-i, splt, spi>t_u dvitt dvitt-i, cplt, cpitt-i)'-

Completee data are available over the years 1985-1995 for 95 cross-sectional units. Bun 

andd El Makhloufi (2001) report estimation results of (2.83) for the full sample. In that 

study,, a significant positive net effect for the specialisation indicator has been found, while 

thee net effects of the diversity and competition indicators are negative. These results are 

inn line with MAR theory, but mixed on Jacobs and Porter externalities as the latter should 

implyy positive effects of competition. An interesting question is whether these results hold 

forr all sectors analysed. In other words, do the pooled estimates for the full sample blur 

sectorsector specific differences? 

Wee address this issue by dividing the full sample into five subsamples corresponding 

too the five one-digit manufacturing sectors and estimating specification (2.83) sector by 

sector.. These sectors are food and agricultural products, textile and leather, chemical 

andd allied products, metal and machinery, and electric and electronic manufacturing. 

Thee first three sectors are considerably larger than the latter two sectors. The cross-

sectionall  dimensions of the subsamples are N = {18,18,29,20,10}  5, while T = 11 in all 

cases.. Two observations are lost in constructing the AHL and GMM estimators and the 

numberr of regressors in (2.83) is K = 11. 

44ToTo check the robustness of our results we have experimented with other measures, e.g. total regional 

populationn and total regional manufacturing employment. The estimation results of these specifications 

aree similar to those presented here. 
55 For example, regarding the one-digit sector food and agricultural products we have N — 18 because 

dataa are available for three two-digit subsectors and six regions. 
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Tablee 2.7: Estimation results of specification (2.83) for chemical and allied products 

(T= l l ,, N=29) 

lnvait-i lnvait-i 

Inn trptt 

lntrplntrpltlt__l l 

Inn wcaplt 

Inn wcapi^-

spit spit 

ssPi,t-i Pi,t-i 

dva dva 

dvdvlttltt-i -i 

cpu cpu 

CPi,t-l CPi,t-l 

LSDV LSDV 

0.29 9 

(0.05) ) 

0.53 3 

(0.19) ) 

-0.05 5 

(0.18) ) 

0.75 5 

(0.07) ) 

ii  -0.15 

(0.08) ) 

0.60 0 

(0.09) ) 

-0.12 2 

(0.09) ) 

0.06 6 

(0.13) ) 

-0.24 4 

(0.15) ) 

-0.15 5 

(0.02) ) 

0.06 6 

(0.02) ) 

ISDVc.c:: MM 

0.44 4 

(0.06) ) 

0.42 2 

(0.16) ) 

-0.05 5 

(0.16) ) 

0.64 4 

(0.06) ) 

-0.16 6 

(0.07) ) 

0.52 2 

(0.08) ) 

-0.11 1 

(0.07) ) 

0.03 3 

(0.12) ) 

-0.23 3 

(0.12) ) 

-0.13 3 

(0.02) ) 

0.06 6 

(0.02) ) 

LSDD Vc, A in. 

0.52 2 

(0.08) ) 

0.31 1 

(0.19) ) 

-0.06 6 

(0.17) ) 

0.58 8 

(0.06) ) 

-0.18 8 

(0.07) ) 

0.49 9 

(0.08) ) 

-0.10 0 

(0.08) ) 

0.00 0 

(0.13) ) 

-0.25 5 

(0.13) ) 

-0.11 1 

(0.02) ) 

0.07 7 

(0.02) ) 

AHL AHL 

0.72 2 

(0.37) ) 

0.41 1 

(0.30) ) 

-0.18 8 

(0.33) ) 

0.77 7 

(0.11) ) 

-0.42 2 

(0.27) ) 

0.46 6 

(0.12) ) 

-0.44 4 

(0.23) ) 

0.46 6 

(0.22) ) 

-0.40 0 

(0.22) ) 

-0.17 7 

(0.03) ) 

0.08 8 

(0.06) ) 

GMMa GMMa 

0.44 4 

(0.17) ) 

0.26 6 

(0.24) ) 

0.02 2 

(0.24) ) 

0.74 4 

(0.09) ) 

-0.21 1 

(0.14) ) 

0.48 8 

(0.11) ) 

-0.29 9 

(0.14) ) 

0.40 0 

(0.19) ) 

-0.35 5 

(0.19) ) 

-0.16 6 

(0.03) ) 

0.04 4 

(0.04) ) 

GMMb GMMb 

0.29 9 

(0.10) ) 

0.34 4 

(0.23) ) 

0.10 0 

(0.23) ) 

0.73 3 

(0.09) ) 

-0.18 8 

(0.11) ) 

0.55 5 

(0.11) ) 

-0.21 1 

(0.12) ) 

0.43 3 

(0.19) ) 

-0.33 3 

(0.18) ) 

-0.16 6 

(0.03) ) 

0.03 3 

(0.03) ) 

GMMc GMMc 

0.34 4 

(0.09) ) 

0.37 7 

(0.23) ) 

0.01 1 

(0.22) ) 

0.78 8 

(0.09) ) 

-0.18 8 

(0.10) ) 

0.54 4 

(0.11) ) 

-0.27 7 

(0.11) ) 

0.35 5 

(0.18) ) 

-0.34 4 

(0.18) ) 

-0.16 6 

(0.03) ) 

0.04 4 

(0.03) ) 

Figuress in parentheses are .standard errors 

Resultss not reported here suggest that the lag structure of specification (2.83) is ade-

quate.. Longer lags of both the dependent and explanatory variables were also tried, but 

inn general these regressors do not seem to have a significant contribution in explaining 

\n(va).\n(va). Regarding the estimators employed, apart from LSDV, AHL and GMM results6 

wee present two different corrected LSDV estimators, i.e. based on preliminary GMM esti-

matess (LSDVC,GMM) and AHL estimates (LSDVC,AHL) respectively. The corrected LSDV 

estimatorss use the approximation B{^SDV, i.e. 0{T~l), OiN^T'1) and OiN^T'2) bias 

termss have been removed. For LSDV, AHL and GMM the estimation of standard er-

rorss is based on conventional asymptotic approximations, while for the LSDVc variants 

6Regardingg GMM we use the GMMa, GMMb and GMMc variants as described in Section 2.5. 
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bootstrapp standard errors will be reported. 

Too save space we present some selected estimation results only. Table 2.7 presents 

thee estimation results for the sector chemical and allied products. Several remarks with 

respectt to the pattern of the estimation results can be made which apply to the estimates 

off  the other sectors too. First, regarding the autoregressive parameter all estimators 

producee more or less plausible estimates implying a stable autoregressive process for 

thee dependent variable. Second, the GMM estimates of the autoregressive parameter 

aree close to the LSDV estimate, while the bias corrected LSDV variants and especially 

thee AHL estimator produce a relatively high estimate of the coefficient of the lagged 

dependentt variable regressor. Third, the estimated standard errors of LSDV and bias 

correctedd LSDV are in general considerably smaller than those of the AHL and GMM 

estimators.. Especially the AHL estimates are often poorly determined. Fourth, while 

theree are certainly differences between estimators, the pattern of the remaining estimates 

iss often similar across estimators. An exception is the immediate effect of the diversity 

indicator,, which shows differences between (corrected) LSDV and AHL/GMM variants. 

Regardingg the estimation results for the three indicators of externalities (sp, dv and 

cp),cp), the sign and significance of the corresponding coefficients do not vary much across 

estimators.. The impact multiplier or immediate effect of the specialisation indicator is 

significantt and positive, while the coefficient for the one-period lagged variable is often 

significantt and negative. Regarding diversity the immediate effect is positive and its lagged 

effectt significant and negative. Considering the competition indicator the immediate effect 

iss significant and negative, while the lagged effect is positive in general. 

Tablee 2.8 reports estimation results for specification (2.83) for each one-digit sector. 

Onlyy the LSDVC,GMM estimates are shown, but the pattern for the other estimators is sim-

ilarr to that found in Table 2.7, reasserting the differences between estimation techniques. 

Notee that we have removed any insignificant dynamics. Across sectors the estimate of the 

autoregressivee parameter lies around 0.5 implying moderate persistence for the process of 

thee dependent variable. Regarding the indicators, specialisation and competition are in-

fluencingg economic activity in all sectors albeit with different dynamics. Considering the 

immediatee effects we find significant positive specialisation effects and significant negative 

competitionn effects, while the lagged effects are vice versa. The results for the diversity 

indicatorr are less pronounced, i.e. we find significant effects for one sector only. 

InIn general the estimation results in Tables 2.7 and 2.8 suggest that dynamic external-

itiess do matter for local economic activity in Morocco. Table 2.9 presents the long-term 

effectss implied by the estimates of Table 2.8. The long-term effects of regional production 

andd unit wage costs are elasticities, while those for the externality indicators are semi-
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Tablee 2.8: LSDVC,GMM estimates of specification (2.83) for the five one-digit sectors 

foodd and agri- textile and chemical and metal and electric and electronic 

culturall  products leather allied products machinery manufacturing 

lni 'a;j ( _i i 

\ntrp\ntrplt lt 

\ntrp\ntrpititt-i t-i 

Inn wcap,t 

\nwcapi\nwcapi77t-i t-i 

SPit SPit 

SPi,t-\ SPi,t-\ 

dvdvtt tt 

di>i,t_i i 

CPit CPit 

CPx,t-l CPx,t-l 

0.48 8 

(0.06) ) 

0.77 7 

(0.17) ) 

-0.41 1 

(0.16) ) 

0.25 5 

(0.06) ) 

-0.13 3 

(0.05) ) 

-0.09 9 

(0.03) ) 

0.56 6 

(0.04) ) 

0.34 4 

(0.10) ) 

0.69 9 

(0.04) ) 

-0.32 2 

(0.06) ) 

0.39 9 

(0.09) ) 

-0.23 3 

(0.08) ) 

-0.48 8 

(0.05) ) 

0.38 8 

(0.06) ) 

0.41 1 

(0.05) ) 

0.40 0 

(0.08) ) 

0.64 4 

(0.06) ) 

-0.15 5 

(0.07) ) 

0.50 0 

(0.07) ) 

-0.13 3 

(0.02) ) 

0.06 6 

(0.02) ) 

0.60 0 

(0.06) ) 

0.67 7 

(0.07) ) 

-0.35 5 

(0.08) ) 

0.72 2 

(0.10) ) 

-0.32 2 

(0.10) ) 

-0.12 2 

(0.03) ) 

0.07 7 

(0.02) ) 

0.50 0 

(0.10) ) 

0.91 1 

(0.13) ) 

-0.43 3 

(0.17) ) 

0.36 6 

(0.07) ) 

-0.16 6 

(0.08) ) 

-0.13 3 

(0.03) ) 

Figuress in parentheses are bootstrap standard errors (B=100) 

elasticities.. We find significant positive long-term effects for the specialisation indicator in 

fourr out of five sectors. Regarding diversity we find a significant negative long-term effect 

inn one sector only. For the competition indicator negative long-term effects are present in 

alll  sectors. 

Summarisingg the empirical evidence, in most sectors we do find positive specialisation 

effectss and negative diversity and competition effects. Note that the construction of the 

diversityy indicator is such that a negative coefficient implies a positive effect on economic 

activity.. Hence, we conclude that both specialisation and diversity are beneficial for local 

economicc development, while competition is harmful confirming the results of Bun and El 

Makhloufii  (2001). However, in the present study we do find significant differences across 
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Tablee 2.9: LSDVC,GMM long-run (semi-) elasticities of specification (2.83) for the five 
one-digitt sectors 

foodd and agri- textile and chemical and metal and electric and electronic 

culturall  products leather allied products machinery manufacturing 

trp trp 

wcap wcap 

sp sp 

dv dv 

cp cp 

0.70 0 

(0.21) ) 

0.46 6 

(0.14) ) 

-0.24 4 

(0.14) ) 

-0.18 8 

(0.07) ) 

0.80 0 

(0.22) ) 

0.84 4 

(0.12) ) 

0.88 8 

(0.24) ) 

-0.52 2 

(0.26) ) 

-0.23 3 

(0.17) ) 

0.67 7 

(0.14) ) 

0.83 3 

(0.13) ) 

0.83 3 

(0.15) ) 

-0.12 2 

(0.03) ) 

0.82 2 

(0.18) ) 

1.01 1 

(0.29) ) 

-0.13 3 

(0.07) ) 

0.97 7 

(0.34) ) 

0.41 1 

(0.15) ) 

-0.26 6 

(0.08) ) 

Figuress in parentheses arc standard errors 

sectors,, so actually pooling is not vindicated. 

2.6.44 Accuracy of the estimates 

Thee samples analysed have the dimensions T = 11 and N = {18,18,29,20,10}. Hence, 

thee simulation results of the previous section can shed some light on the differences in es-

timationn results. We will consider only the accuracy of coefficient estimators. Considering 

thee case N = 10, T = 10 the simulations show that the bias in the coefficient estimators is 

smalll  for the AHL estimator, moderate for bias corrected LSDV versions and substantial 

negativee bias is found for ordinary LSDV and GMM estimators. Increasing the number 

off  cross-sectional observations to N = 20 leads to an improvement in the accuracy of 

alll  estimators, but still ordinary LSDV and GMM estimators have a substantial negative 

biass in estimating the autoregressive parameter. Note that the AHL estimator is almost 

unbiased,, but its variance is at least twice the variance of the LSDV estimator. 

Withh these simulation results in mind and analysing the estimation results in Table 

2.77 a remarkable resemblance is found between the various estimates of the autoregressive 

parameterr and the picture showed by the simulations. Therefore, the ordinary LSDV and 

GMMM results on 7 are most likely biased downward. On the other hand, bias corrected 

LSDVV variants seem to be much less biased downward. Because of its large dispersion, the 

AHLL estimator sometimes fails completely in producing sensible and accurate estimates. 
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Thiss unstable behaviour emerges too in the simulations, where in a considerable number 

off  cases the AHL estimate of the autoregressive parameter exceeded one. Hence, it seems 

wisee to use GMM rather than AHL estimates in the construction of bias corrected LSDV 

estimators.. Although the simulations did not show serious differences in performance, 

biass correction based on implausible estimates is not recommendable. 

2.77 Concluding remarks 

Inn this chapter the finite sample properties of various IV and GMM coefficient estimators 

forr dynamic panel data models have been compared through Monte Carlo experiments 

withh the inconsistent LSDV estimator and corrected consistent versions of LSDV. Kiviet 

(1995)) compared in a similar Monte Carlo study the bias and efficiency of these estimators 

inn panel data sets with T small and N moderately large and concluded that there is not 

aa superior technique over a broad range of parameter values for this model. However, 

wee find that when both T and N are rather small the bias corrected LSDV estimator 

hass almost uniformly lower mean squared error in comparison to IV and GMM methods. 

Thiss result is in line with results of Judson and Owen (1999) who used a slightly different 

designn regarding the parameter values and sample dimensions. Also results of Harris 

andd Matyas (1996), who used a totally different design, coincide with the findings in this 

chapter. . 

Addingg an extra term to the approximation formula for the bias of the LSDV estima-

tor,, as derived in Kiviet (1999), does not improve the finite sample performance of this 

estimatorr notably. In fact, the present simulation results indicate that including 0(T~l) 

andd 0{T~2) terms and omitting the 0(N~1T~1) contributions accounts for most of the 

biass in the LSDV estimator. Also the sensitivity of the corrected LSDV estimator to the 

choicee of the preliminary consistent estimator (AHL or GMM) is found to be low, although 

thee finite sample performance of AHL is rather different as compared with GMM. 

Ass far as the variance estimators are concerned, we find that for the corrected LSDV 

estimatorr variance estimation is highly non-standard when T is finite. For a particular 

implementationn of corrected LSDV, i.e. when the estimate of the bias approximation 

iss based on the AHL estimator, an analytical expression of its asymptotic variance has 

beenn found. In addition, bootstrap consistent variance estimators of LSDVC,GMM and 

LSDVC,AHLL  have been examined. The simulation results show that the analytical variance 

expressionn performs poorly for high values of the autoregressive parameter, which can be 

explainedd by the unstable behaviour of the AHL estimator for these parameter values. 

Onn the other hand, the bootstrap variance estimator is relatively accurate in many cases. 
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Alsoo it is found that biases in LSDV and GMM variance estimators can be considerable, 

especiallyy when T is small as is the case in many micro-economic panel data sets. The 

anomaliess of these methods in small samples are even more evident when the empirical 

nulll  distributions of ordinary t statistics are considered. The actual rejection probabilities 

off  asymptotic t tests can differ substantially from the nominal size. 

Thee available simulation evidence becomes helpful when analysing the relationship 

betweenn dynamic externalities and local economic development in Morocco. We find 

somee differences in estimation results when analysing five one-digit industrial sectors in 

isolation.. In general, the sector specific results show that both specialisation and diversity 

aree beneficial for local economic development, while competition is harmful confirming the 

resultss of Bun and El Makhloufi (2001) but revealing significant heterogeneity at the same 

time.. As the available samples have both T and N relatively small, the simulation results 

cann clarify the differences between estimators. The pattern of the coefficient estimates 

iss remarkably in line with the corresponding simulation results. The anomalies of some 

estimationn techniques are clearly visible and the superior performance of the corrected 

LSDVV coefficient estimator in finite samples with both T and TV small is apparent here. 
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2.. A The limitin g distr ibution of LSDVc 

Firstt we derive the limiting distribution of \/~N(6h - 6*), the second term of (2.69), with 

<5**  given in (2.62) and 5h given in (2.67). Next, we combine both terms in (2.69) and 

showw that the resulting estimator is a sum of three zero-mean vectors. A central limit 

theoremm applies and the corrected LSDV estimator is found to have a limiting Normal 

distribution.. The derivation of the asymptotic covariance matrix is pursued only for the 

casee that the AHL estimator (2.42) is used as a preliminary consistent estimator. Because 

off  the complexity of the dependence of the instruments on e for the GMM estimator we 

havee not derived the expression for the variance in that case. 

Thee expression (2.67) for 6h contains a factor 

1 1 1-7Ï Ï hh = AHL, GMM, 
1-IH1-IH T(l-%) 

whosee components can be approximated as follows. First we have 

- 22 2 , / - 2 2 \ 

22 , I (V- Wöh)'A{y - W6h) 

(2.A.1) ) 

== K + N{T-N{T- 1 ) - {K + l) 

aa22 + f [e-W{6h-è)}'A[e-W{6h-ö)\ _ a2 

N(T-N(T- 1) -{K + l) 

e'Ae e'Ae 

N(T-l)N(T-l) - {K 

wheree the second term is Op(N~1^2). This follows from 

—— -o^+OpiN-1), 

E E 
e'Ae e'Ae 

and d 

_N{T-l)-{K+l) _N{T-l)-{K+l) 

Var r 

N(T-l) N(T-l) 

N(T-l)-{KN(T-l)-{K + 1) 
-- 1 OiN'OiN'11) ) 

e'Ae e'Ae 
==  0(N~l), 

N{T-l)-(K+l) N{T-l)-(K+l) 

whichh results from Var [e'Ae] = 2a*tr(AA) — 27V(T - l)aj. The order of the remainder 

termm can be established from W'Ae = Op{N
1/2) and {6h ~ 6) = 0P(/V"" 1/2). Given the 

magnitudee of the remainder term we can simplify the second term using 

e'Aee'Ae , \ / e'Ae 

N(T-N(T- 1 ) - {K + l) \N{T-1) \N{T-1) 
-o^+OpiN--o^+OpiN-11), ), 

soo we have 

^^  = -J + ( l f ^T) -^ ) + 0 ^ - 1 ) - (2.A.2) ) 
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AA next component of (2.A.1) is 

11 1 

11 - 7fc 1 - 7 - (7h - 7) 

1 1 

1 - 7 7 
1 1 

1 --

11 + 

1 1 

1 - 7 7 
1 1 

iihiih  -1) 

++  0P(N-') 

== T ^ + ( r^ ) 2 (^- 7 ) + 0 p ( 7 V~1 ) ' 

wheree the second term is Op(N~1/2). Prom (2.A.3) we easily find 

(i^Hrb)' +afe), (*--' ,+<Wir,) --
Nextt we obtain 

1 - 7 ÏÏ  = l " [ 7 + ( 7 / l - 7 ) ] T 

== i _ 7 T _ T 7 ^ 1 ( 7 / l - 7 ) + Op(AT-1; 

Forr the second factor of (2.A.1) the results (2.A.3) - (2.A.5) yield 

1 - 7 Ï Ï 1 1 1 - 71 1 

1-7**  T(l-%Y 1 - 77 T ( l - 7 ) 2 

1 + 77 1" 11 2 1 - 7T 

+ + ( 1 - 7 )22 ^ ( l - 7 ) 3 

+O+Opp{N~{N~11). ). 

(7hh - 7) 

Fromm (2.A.2) and (2.A.6) we obtain 

1 1 .̂2 2 
'e,h 'e,h 

1 - 7?? \ , / 1 l - 7 r \ 
(1 -7JVV  £V l " 7 T(1-7)V l - 7 hh T ( l -

11 + 771-1 2 1 - 7 r ' 

+ + 

L ( l - 7 ) 22 ^ ( l - 7 ) 3 

11 1 - 7T 

(7fcc - 7) 

1-77 T(1-7)V V^ ( r - l ) 
+Op(AT 1) , , 

63 3 

(2.A.3) ) 

(2.A.4) ) 

(2.A.5) ) 

(2.A.6) ) 
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giving g 

'11 + 7T _ 1 2 1 - 7
T 

(2.A.7) ) 

^wAw^wAweeii ee'i^'i^ [^h -<5j 
( 1 - 7 ) 22 ^ ( l - 7 ) 3 . 

== - ^ e i v ^V (êh - o) - d2^N ( ^ ^ y " ^ ) + O^"1 '2) , 

wheree d\ and J2 have been defined implicitly . 

Noww we find from (2.69) that the limiting distribution of V~N(èLsDVc,h - <5) must be 

thee same as the limiting distribution of the sum of the three zero-mean vectors VQ, vi,h 

andd V2, where 

^oo = E u V (jzlW'Ae + ( ^ ~ °2MIl))  e i ] ) 

vv22 = d*VN(70r)-°ï). 

(2.A.8) ) 

Hence,, the limiting distribution of the corrected LSDV estimator is 

^/N{hsDVc,h-Ö)^/N{hsDVc,h-Ö) -  ̂ A/"[0, ÜLSDVch], 
N—N—*oo *oo 

where e 

£ÏLSDVc,h£ÏLSDVc,h = lim Var [v0 + vi,h + v2] . 
N—N—>oo >oo 

(2.A.9) ) 

(2.A.10) ) 

Takingg now the AHL estimator 6AHL for 6h, some of the components of ^ILSDVC  ̂ have 

beenn established before, so we easily find for TV —  oo 

V a r HH = fT
2
£^AW+<7ttr(U TUT)^AWele'1E ÂW 

Vax[vVax[vliAHLliAHL]]  = a^E-^zHziE'^y'e^d', 

2cr4 4 
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wheree we used results of (2.64), (2.48) and one mentioned above (2.A.2) respectively. 

Nextt we obtain for N —> oo 

e'Ae e'Ae 
E[VQV'E[VQV'22]]  = ^WAWE W'AeW'Ae + (e'Ue - o%tr(Tl)) ex N(T~\) N(T~\) 

dn dn 

—— ^WAWe^2E (e'Ue(e'Ue - a2
etr(U)) 

e'Ae e'Ae 

N{TN{T - 1) 0 0 
—— e T — 1 WAW 2 

X - l l 
-0,20,2--0,20,2-

Too derive covariances with vXiAHL we have to express the stochastic nature of the 

instrumentss Z = [J*y^\\DX\ and the disturbances De explicitly. Analogue to (2.23) we 

mayy write 

ZZ = Z + Z = Z+ rLTee\, 

seee Kiviet (1999). This can be used to obtain 

EE [v0v'hAHL]  = § ÂWE[(W'Ae + {e'Ue - <r 2
£tr(UT)) ex) 

N N 
x(e'D'Zx(e'D'Z + e,D'J*LTEe'1)](E'zw)-

1e1(t1 

fXrffXrfAWAWEE [W'Aee'D'Z] ( E W ) " 1 ^ 

+^WAWE+^WAWE [{e'Ue - <r 2
£tr(U)) e'D'rLTeexe\] ( E ^ ) " 1 * ^ 

£l$£l$AWAWW'AiyZ{Y!W'AiyZ{Y!zwzwrr
lleAeA + 

^{tr{UD'rLY)^{tr{UD'rLY)  + tr(Ur'L'r'D)}^ AW(^zw)-
1e1Sl1 

and d 

VLVL '' rr '' DD^{-w^)-^ ^{-w^)-^ E[VI,AHLV'E[VI,AHLV'22]]  = a*edie\Y,z\yeiE 

==  2a\tr{]yrLTA)dxe\Ylzwei 

==  0, 

notingg that tr{D'J*LT)  = 0 and tr(D'J*LTA) = 0. Defining 

^WADZ^WADZ = plim (hv'ADfZ 

== Hm ( —W'AD'Z] + a X n ^ J T̂ r r ) e l e '1 , 
N-*ooN-*oo \ N J 

do do 
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wee find 

li mm E [v0v'1AHL]  = <TJ1WAWEWADZ(T,'ZW) e ^ 

++ ((TT66
eetr(Iltr(Il TTrr

ff
TTLL,,

TTJi'DJi'DTT)Y,w\w(Z)Y,w\w(Zll zwzwrr
llee11d\, d\, 

Collectingg terms this yields 

QLSDVC,AHLQLSDVC,AHL = °\^WAW + ^MnT nT )Ew /
1

j 4 M / e1e '1£w
1

4 tv (2.A.11) 

+a%Y,-+a%Y,-zz\\vvi:i: ZHZZHZ{Y!{Y!zwzw)-)-
lleellddlld\d\ + (6/ (T - 1)) <j%d'2 

++  °'ei^WAW^WADz{^'zw)~ el ^ l + ^ l e l {^Zw)~~ ^WADZ^WAw\ 

+attr(n+attr(nTTr'r' TTL'L'TTJÏDJÏDTT)[Z)[Zww
11

AWAW(T,'(T,'zwzw)-)-
11eelld[d[  + dMY.zwY^wAwY 

Forr the case where the viV-consistent estimator ÓGMM of (2.49) is employed, we find 

thatt \/lV I ÈLSDVC,GMM — Ö) has a limiting distribution where the variance VLSDV^GMM 

cann be obtained in the same way. The only difference is that we then have to evaluate 

V\,GMMV\,GMM as m (2. A.8). Because of the complexity of the dependence of the instruments Z\ 

onn e we have not derived the expression for the variance VLSDVC,GMM, but it is feasible. 

2.BB Details on the simulation design 

Thee simulation design is basically the same as in Kiviet (1995), especially for the case 

wheree all variables are stationary. The generating equation for yit is 

VitVit = 72/*,t-i + /3'xit + rii  + Eit, (2.B.1) 

forr individuals i = 1,..., N and time periods t = 1,..., T. Substitution of the latent variable 

vvitit (2.10), free of the individual effect, in (2.B.1) leads to 

vvitit = 7Vi,t-i + 0'xit + Eu- (2.B.2) 

Forr K — 1 and upon omitting the index i, the model for every cross-sectional unit becomes 

v,=rH-,+0x,v,=rH-,+0x, + e.\ ( 2 B 3 ) 

xxtt = pxt_i + £t. J 

Usingg L for the lag-operator and substituting the second equation of (2.B.3) into the first, 

wee obtain for \p\ < 1 

vvtt = @T, FTTi F7& + {l-yL)(l-pL)"{l-yL)(l-pL)"  1 - 7^ 
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Thee latent variable vt consists of two independent components, viz. 04>t and ipt, which are 

ann AR(2) and AR(1) process respectively. Data for the processes £t and et are obtained 

throughh sampling independently from JZA/"(0, crjc) and 2XV(0, of). Next a  ̂ is determined 

throughh fixing the signal-to-noise ratio, which is a measure of the explanatory power of 

thee regressors, defined as Vax(vit — £it)/ Var(£l t). This is in the stationary case 

^22 _ f$uZ 
°°aa -P To 11 + 7/? 1)) " (iPf + + i-r i-r 

Whenn values for 7, /5, p and for <T\ have been chosen, o\ is determined through 

rr22 r 

f? f? I - 7 2 2 ll  + ^ ^ ( 7 / » - l ) - ( 7 P )S 

(2.B.5) ) 

(2.B.6) ) 
11 + 7P 

Thee series 0É, ^ t and xt, including starting values <Po^(pi,tpo and x0, are obtained 

byy employing a procedure described in McLeod and Hipel (1978). Let zt be a normal 

stationaryy AR(p) process, i.e. 

zztt—aiZ—aiZtt-i-i  + ... + apZt-p+ut, i = l , . . . , T (2.B.7) 

withh ut ~ TTJ\f(Q,al). It is easy to generate a series ui, ...,UT. Consider now the first p 

observationss z = (zi, ...,zp) and u = (ux, ...,up). Let o^T, be the covariance matrix of z 

andd consider the Cholesky decomposition of E, 

EE = MM', (2.B.8) 

wheree the matrix M is lower triangular. It is easily seen that z and Mu have the same 

distribution,, and hence a p element vector z can be generated easily from the first p 

elementss of u upon making use of the autocovariance function of the AR(p) process 

(whichh determines E) and the Cholesky decomposition M of the covariance matrix E. 

Thee remaining T — p observations t = p + 1,...,T can be generated now recursively 

accordingg to (2.B.7). 

Hence,, once starting values have been obtained, series x and y can be generated 

accordingg to 

4>t4>t = (7 + P)<t>t-l  ~ lP<Pt-2 + tt 

i>ti>t  = i^t-i +  £t 

xxtt = pxt-i + ft 

yytt = P<f>t + i>t + ï~l, 

wheree the vector of individual specific effects r\ is drawn from Z Z J V ( 0 , 0 ^ ). The standard 

deviationn av of the individual specific effect is determined by 

«j„„  = / « Te( l - 7 ) . (2.B.10) 

(2.B.9) ) 
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InIn this way the impact on y of both the individual specific effect r\ and the general 

disturbancee term e are independent of the values of 7 and ƒ?, and the relative importance 

off  both shocks can be varied through choosing different values for fx. For example, when 

/ii  is unity the impact on y of both shocks is the same. 

AA different situation arises when the exogenous variable x is non-stationary. In this 

casee model (2.B.3) for the latent variable vt becomes 

'' } (2.B.11) 
xxtt=x=x tt-i+£-i+£ tt.. J 

Thee exogenous variable can be written as 

t t 

xxtt = x0 + Y,L- (2.B.12) 
ss = l 

Noww a similar expression as in (2.B.4) can be obtained through substitution of (2.B.12) 

intoo the equation for vt, i.e. 

t t 

1 - 7--vvtt = -x0 + / 3 ^ ( l - 7 i ) " 1 C + ( l - 7 ^ ) ~ 1 ^ 

t t 

==  -J—Xo + l3J2fi + 4,t. (2.B.13) 

Thee latent variable has again two random components, viz. the AR(l) process ipt and 

thee partial sum of an AR(1) process. Starting values for the processes <p*  and ipt can be 

obtainedd again by using the procedure described above. Drawings for y and x can now 

bee generated from 

<f>t<f>t  = 70*-1 +6 

XXtt = Xt-!+Z t 

VtVt = T^~XO + {3Y€+iPt + T^— V, (2.B.14) 
1 _ 77 ^ i _ 7 

afterr choosing a value for XQ. This has been set equal to zero, without loss of generality. 

Whilee the generation of the data in case of a non-stationary exogenous variable does 

nott cause any complications, the control over the signal is not so straightforward. The 

signall  in the non-stationary case is not constant through time, but increasing. We find 

0011 <i L , . 27 , 27(1 - y ) l , 72 

's,t 's,t t(lt(l  + ~ ) 
1 -77 ( 1 - 7 )5 ++ 7 ^ T 2' (2-B-15) 
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forr t = 1,...,T. To control the signal in the experiments the mean value of o\t (over 

tt = 1, ...,T) has been fixed. In this way it was tried to make the outcomes for p = 1 more 

orr less comparable with the results for the stationary case. 




